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12 MIDNIGHT RIDER. Paul Davidson
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16 11
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SING A SONG
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Donn Summer

13 LET'S DO IT AGAIN
17 16 ROCK CREEK PARK
18 20 'PEACE PIPE
19 18 I VE GOT THE NEED
20
LOVE ROLLER COASTER
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LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY, Donna Summer
LET THE MUSIC PLAY, Barry White
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5
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9
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KEEP ON RUNNING
The SMnmrDatls CI roue
SPAN 1911 FLEA
Ilrrh Llport
YOU WERE ON AI l' MIND
LYlsplen Hi Peters
LOVE'S JUST A BROKEN HEART
CillaBlack
A MUST TO AVOID
Herman's Hermits
OAY TRIPPER /WE CAN WORK 'TOUT
The Beatles
LET'S RANG ON
The Four Seasons
MY SHIP IS COMING IN
The Walker Brothers
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The Klnke
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The Supremés
Clive Dunn
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THE PUSHBIKE SONG
STONED LOVE
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GRANDAD
5
I8 NO MATTER WHAT
Badlinger
8' 8 AMAZING GRACE
Judy Collins
7
4
RIDE .A WHITE SWAN
T -Res
8
5 APEMAN
The. Kinks
9
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Gardner and
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T e Jackson Five
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QUEEN II, Queen
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37
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29

36
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SIREN, Roxy Music
17 WISH YOU WERE HERE. Pink Floyd
21 ' ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, Eagles
35, SUNBURST FINISH, Be -Bop Deluxe
33 FAVOURITES, Peters and Lee
46 DESPERADO; The Eagles
16., 'ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS. Elvis Presley
X19
GET RIGHT INTAE HIM, Billy Connolly

35
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Charts
Yesteryear
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Virgin

CARNIVAL, Manual 6 The Music of the Mountains
20 SONGS OF JOY, The Nigel Brooks Singers
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE IT. Bay City Rollers
HEAVEN AND HELL, Vangellis
THE VERY BEST.OFIROGER WHITTAKER. Roger Whittaker
40 GOLDEN GREATS. Jim Reeves

-

34

41

MGM'
CBS
5evlle
Polydor

QUEEN, Queer,
ROLLED GOLD. Rolling Stones
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY, DonnaBummer
THE BEST OF THE STYLISTICS, Styllsdcs

11
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Opal

LOVE ROLLERCO*5TER Ohio Pbswa
TIMES OF YOUR UIE PaulA,Vta
THEREFROM SWAT", Rhythm H.rBp
CONVOY, C W McCall
BREAKING AJP IS NARO TO DO. Neil Salaka
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MAC
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32

40

50 WAY 6TO LEAVE YOUR LOVER. Paul Simon

MIT

31

39
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WITH A BULLET. Derek Harriot
Trojan
SHIPS IN THE NIGHT. Be -Bop Deluxe
Harvest
YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME. 'Guys
'N' Dolls Magnet
ONCE A FOOL, Kitt Dee
Rocket
IF PARADISE WAS HALF AS NICE, Amen Comer
Immediate
GROW SOME FUNK OF YOUR OWN, Elton John
DJM
TOMORROW, David Cassidy
RCA
EXTRA EXTRA, Ralph Carter
Mercury
CLOUD 99, St Andrews Chorale
Dacca
I COULD DANCE ALL NIGHT,
Archle Ball & The
,
Drells Philadelphia
18

RCA

MISS YOU NIGHTS, Cliff Richard
114 TKF MQGTI Sound 9418

-

Fn

22

Star Breal;ors

K -Tel

Tomb Motown

-

21

Atlantic

DAT. Pluto ShervIngton
INSIDE AMERICA. Juºgy Jones
I LOVE TO LOVE Tina Charles

-

97

_

TUXEDO JUNCTION, Manhatten Transfer
THE OLD RUGGED CROSS. Ethna Campbell
DRIVE SAFELY DA REIN', Tony Christie
HOW HIGH THE MOON, Gloria Gaynor
HURRICANE,Bob Dylan
LET ME BE THE NO 1, Dooley Siverspoon
LET'S CALL IT QUITS, Slade

-

45

14

17

EMI

Mercury
Attentfc

-

13

RSC

HONEY I. George McCrea
DO THE BUS STOP, Fatback Band
LIES IN YOUR EYES, Sweet
BOTH ENDS BURNING, Rosy Music
YOUR MAGIC PUT A SPELLON ME L. J. Johnson
JUST ONE LOOK. Faith, Hope & Charity

34

12

_Tamla Motown

18

33
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15
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24,ORÍGINAL HITS, The Drifters
MUSIC EXPRESS, Various '
37
MOTOWN GOLD Various
71, 40 GREATEST HITS. Perry Como
6
OMMADAWN, Mike Oldfield
,
8
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, Paul Simon
9
.STAR TRACKING 76; Vedous
STATION TO STATION, David Bowie
-15 THE HISSING OF SUMMER LAWNS, Joni Mitchell
13 _SHEER HEART ATTACK, Queen
31
MAKE THE PARTY LAST, James Lest
12 :TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfiéld
14
ATLANTIC CROSSING. Rod Stewart
24 SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS,
40 'BREAKAWAY, Art Garfunkel
10 SING LOFTY. Don Estelle 6-Windsor Davis
23 GREATEST HITS; Barry White
42 ABBA, Abba
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RCA

Untied Amato
Arcade

25

7

11

THE VERY BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN,
THE BEST OF ROY ORBISÓN, Roy Orbison
DESIRE, Bob Dylan
9
A NIGHT, AT THE OPERA, Queen
HOW DARE YOU, 10cc

3

6

I

Jet
Tropical
GTO
Immediate

_

MILKYWAY SheerElegance
70 24 LOW RIDER. War
RODRIGO'S GUITAR CONCERTO._ Manuel
71 44
22 17 SUNSHINE DAY, Osibisa
BABY FACE. Wing 6 A Prayer Fife & Drum Corps.
22 21
24
19
WIDE EYED AND LEGLESS, Andy FelrweatherLow
2g 27 DEEP PURPLE. Donny 6 Marie Osmond
26 31
SQUEEZE BOX. The Who
-' 7
23 50 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR LOVER,-Paul Simon
28 30 THE WAY I WANT TO TOUCH,YOU, Captain & Tennllle
29
36
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ME, Yvonne Fair
43
30
SOMETHING'S BEEN MAKING ME BLUE, Smokie
31
45 I LOVE MUSIC, The O'Jays
32 39
WEAK SPOT, Evelyn Thomas
39
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FIND MY WAY, Chocolate City
I°LL BE SEEING YOU. Jaf Evans
DISCO -TREK. Various Artists
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MASADA/PON.CIANNA. Joe Thornas
SMILE, Simoli Said

-

Atbutlon
Groove

.

Atco

US chart supplied by Billboard
UK Soul Singles by Blues
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6 Soul

UK Disco Chart compiled from nation-wide DJ returns
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HOGS

ELTON!

A

have a new album out on
February 27, titled
Crossout Saw'. They
begin a British tour m
February D at Burnley
Nelson's Column.
Other dates are: St
Albans City Hall (21).
Tunbridge Wells Assembly Rooms (20, Woolwich
Poly (27), Bristol Poly
(28). Croydon Greyhound
(29)-

(April

29), Leicester De
Montfort Hall (May 5),
Southampton Gaumont
(29) with further shows In
Edinburgh, Cardiff. New.

castle and Preston.
Wembley Pod will not
confirm or deny a booking
for Elton, but it seems a
likely contender for the
London show

(March 1), Huddersfield
Ivanhoe's (2), Mid-

Bournemouth Winter
Gardens 128), Folkestone
Leas Cliff Hall (31),
Newcastle Mayfair (April

2) and Scunthorpe Baths

Hall (S).

Hall (111, Brighton Dane

FATBACK EXTRAS.

MOLLIES, whose
album 'Write On' was
released this week, begin

nationwide tour on
March 2 at Bradford
University.

The other dates are:
London Royal Albert Hall

-

Gaumont
Winter'
ELTON JOHN:

EMMYLOU HARRIS has
added another British
date to her British tour. It
Is at London 11am.
mersmlth Odeon on
February 23. The' first
Hammersmith date on
Feb 22 is completely sold
nut.

Jackson goes solo
EX - LINDISFARNE member Ray Jackson has signed
a solo recording deal with EMI. His first single will be

released soon, to be followed by a British tour. Before
Poly
the major tour starts. Jackson will play Newcastle
(Feb 13), Durham University (28) and Newcastle
Mayfair (March 5).

-

single out this month
titled 'Boulder To Bit,
mingham', which was

written by' Emmylou
Harris.

CAMEL
MADNESS

GOOD

DR FEEI.GOOD will not be booked at the Liverpool
Stadium again. Following vandalism at the band's
concert there last week, promoter Roger Eagle said:
'There is a certain type of heavy rhythm group that
attracts undesirables, and we will not be having this
type of group again.

be

arranged for March.
CLANCY ARE to appear
with Gil Scott - Heron at

.

the London Victoria
Palate on February 22.

Their new album, titled
'Every Day' is released
this week.

extra UK dates bedThey are: Dahlia helm
city (Feb II), Edinburgh
University (1 31 and
Glasgow I:aiverwiy (N/ Ile then ties directly to
the States,
here he
opens in New Ysrks
Bottom line flub as
February 15.

TROWER
TREBLE

aren't

their normal

followers "

27.

ti

RONNIE. LANE and his
band Sian Gusts base

cancelled (heir placed
appearance a/ Wakefield
FEELGOOD: Wi/ko

an

Hits Twice' Over!

Wit.

'
1

,

I:H111CIIY'

BOOM

-

CHICKER.
AT THE
DISCOTHEQUE
and

SLOW TWISTIE

VDCELL
SWAY
and

FORGET HIM
HLU 10516

HLU 10515 London -American

marketed by
,a.

DECO

-,

ROBIN TROWER has
three extra dates added to
his British tour. They
are: Manchester Free
Trade Hall (Feb 21),
Newcastle City Hall (23)
and Birmingham Odeon
(March 3). His album.
'Robin Trower Live' will
be released on February

-

RIC

Lff

Loner Lee
WC
l.JC9 ,

_,. f

defend the majority of the
sell-out 2,000 crowd. He
in
blamed the damage
.which ringside seats were
torn up and the floor
littered with wine bottles
and empty cans
an a
group of 40-50 rowdies.
"I'm sorry to make this
move, because Dr Feel good are very popular

here," said Mr Eagle.
A spokesman for the
group said: "They never
encouraged this type of
behaviour. People who
cause trouble like this

.

-

-

release at the end of
March. It Is provisionally
titled 'Moon Madness'. A

COUNTRY JOE has

-

Mr Eagle did, however,

CAMEL ARE currently
recording a new album
which will be ready for

British tour will

Wembleycontender7

NOT FEELING

(28).
The band will have a

ONE MORE
FOR EMMY

COUNTRY
TO
COUNTRY

Cleethorpes

Bournemouth Winter

1st s' 2(

a

a

Gardens (21), Leicester
Baileys (25), Eastbourne
Country Club (27) and
Norwich Theatre Royal

EMMYLOU HARRIS

THE FATBACK BAND have addled three moue donut.
their tour.
They are: Souther zero Club (Feb :01, Ihrrnm lsam
Barbarellas (13) and I'rturro,lh lorarm MIL
Hammersmith Odeon (February 361. Farsbvogt
Tech IT7). Bournemouth Village Bowl 11111 and
Reading Tap Rank (sº).
Their single. 'Spanish Hustle' moat on Feb 11

'rilE

(5), Ipswich

FRANKS VALLI

(12), and Batley Variety
Clu b (11/111.

9

Diamond (18.20),

(I.

Cricket Club (27),

Wolverhampton Civic

'WRITE ON

Gardens (8/9), Sheffield
Fiesta (10), Aberdeen
Capital (12), Glasgow
Apollo (13), Stoke Jollees
(15), Oxford New Theatre
(17), Caerphilly Double

dlesborough Town Hall
Brighton University
(b), Manchester UMIST
(8). London Roundhouse
(7). Glamorgan Poly (11),
Ipswich The Manor (12),

(24). Stoke North Staffs
Poly (28), Northampton

Theatre (9), Manchester
Free Trade flail Ile,

HOLLIES

(7).

,

Ott

Apollo (8), Southport

Among the dates

They continue at:
Chester Qualntways

Maidenhead Sklndles
113), Twickenham Winning Post (11). Plymouth
Fiesta (17), Uxbridge
Brunel University (19).
Aylesbry Friars (20),
Birmingham Barbarellas
(23), Derby Kings Hall

Gardens on April 1 The
other dates are: Brlsrol
Colston hall (i). Croydon
Fairfield flail (i), London
Palladium (6), Glasgow

ELTON JOHN'S British tour, news of which
was announced exclusively in Record
Mirror & Disc last week, is closer to being
f inallsed.
to be announced (Apr11
21), Leeds Grand Theatre

THE GROUNDHOGS

The lour opens al
Bournemouth Winter

Four dates set
and more to followalready set provisionally
are: Birmingham, venue

fits

~Yee

The Vow Seams Stty'.
Frankle Valli has a solo album and saagle out to
Marc. The album b called 'Gold' and the saegte.

London-American

February 5.

ex drummer

~1 Tm, Years Alter, is to
begin a sob career. He Is
currently recording a
single but has no plans to
loros a permanent band
or to %air. The single well
be out m Mars.

CILLA
SERIES

r

CILIA SLAM reYawa
the
s
a m
February IC Is be saw
~ha Iaorr ha tie
ye=
headier. ye ssa
.hew at FaaMarwe'a

T-

(bagres. TtaYe Mum
~We a Oeesbeer L

r

i
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wo- back

Kinks out
to play

THE KINKS have finalised their Rtrititi
toter dates, news of *Welt wan anuaaMeed
Record Mirror & Disc, Jemmy 17.
They open at

Exeter University
February 27. The
other dates are:
London Theatre
on

Royal, Drury Lane

(29), Manchester

Palace Theatre

ter

feature on

fang

ti

College 1281.

They contlnie at:

Birmingham Rarbarellas
( March 21. Leeds Univer-

lie

xis

-i

Decca

-making

RAYDAVES

IJRXEA AWE lo

Moms
kseis
sp®1
eeaedd is
el

H
Weirs and

li

sity 131- Mancbrder Polly
(4). Newosfle Pedy (Si.

~borough Uwiverab

Unmorally
001, Bromley Storks eD

(Ilk

Gus/Ward

Civic Hal (161. Plymouth
Fiesta (1a)_ Kerbs St
Lakes Hall II 11111. St
Albans Civic IIa11 IQ)

and Huddersfield
Ivanhoe's (30).

RECORD'

Fur Peaks

they

er

rdiom a

selling at
price el EL W.
the late

soy WI'.,
~de
by
Cry material
and Seamy

S
l:, -ruma_

efe woe' s

Vol:

rallad
W
amMaYr lb-s ~MI%

-s

short

dinged

TWO OF the Par Pennies have gel together and
reseeded 'Juliet'. whirl, Dade masher me in the charts

IiI_ Fritz Fryer and EWA Morton are calling
themselves The Peonies
The other two members d ~old group. Mike W ilafi
and Ala Huck are wall asdved Tie oe'w 'Juliet' will
be out re February S.
we

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Rosalind Russel

Jan Iles
David Hancock
Ray Fox Curveting
David Wright

to

l

As

Ise

KILO Radio

ward b

(has tali toil thin it

ram

a trad trsie Mr
'Bay Qty Ratters album.
and was deabag be tares' Let's Co' and

CARTOONIST

Edward Oboes

Shang -a
RICO

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Mee Shaman
ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR
Peter Wilkinson
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
Alan Dasalckon

-riff'

(1S),

IFRC

(Sae Fraselmo)
and IOU
Angels).
and Arista had m dialer

(Is

DIANA ROSS
Hotline. Jan

bid re release the =wag as
gray's mew Ogee_
This will on dolt hastier

the release of

MANAGER

Wadddal You Lie
absentia the States

Distributed by:

the
Motto Pidbre Academy

the declared their original
le UM of eligible songs

9

DIANA ROSS -theme
F
MaYogaal may

DISTRIBUTION LTD
SPOTLIGHT HOUSE
MBE

//

yet won as Omar be List
Sorg d WI& Ares the
uproar ensiled
Ftoib.
wood became a ~moue
tmmdtlet declared We
sang '-qualitatively an
eligible- (ate Aamriraa

s

.

February

HAROLD MELVIN and
the Blue Notes have split,
come back together and
spin again. Lead vocalist
Theodore Pendergrass
and the rest of the group
are now calling themselves Theodore Pendergrass and the Blue

Blue Nos_
Pendergrass attributes,
the breakup to "differences m ideas."
Irs expelled that court
suits wIB arise from the
two groups using the Blue

In a ~Bert show called
Man and Woman They
will perform their own
hits and new material in a
10 -minute show,

rap)) BRONSON

executive committee.
Another song not
ea
cm the aricinal
app r s g
a
It
Agate.- composed by

Curtis Mayfield

and

perfe mrd by the Staple

Mean wh lle,
Charlie Tomahal's
appeal against a
Home Office order
for him to quit

Britain will be heard

In the group's absence. They do not
know if Charlie will

!mellowed tore-enter
the UK after the
A rnrrican tour.

.

I.

maraud
Now the ~tire nude
branch of 227 members
will vote an eligible songs.
instead of a IS-member

Irk*

SP OTUGHT MAGAZINE

3111.

la

Birmingham Odeon (16), Stoke Victoria Hall (171,

ISAAC -HAYES -and
Dimne Warwick will tour

'Merry Hammy' encigh b
b Ihe play:sle of

a

Manchester Free Trade Hall (15 ), Glasgow Apollo (20 ),
Liverpool Empire (21), Sheffield City Hall (22),
New-rasUe City Hall (23) and Brighton Dome (25).
More dates may be added later.
Before the lour begins, there will be a few specially
priced warm up gigs. They are: Derby Kings Hall
(Feb 121. Middlesbrough Town Hall (151, Dublin
UnrversIty (21) and Aberystwyth University (March

Notes name,

Radio liked

add d

Eddie Fitzgerald

hooe:tli (1í7M11

tie

vast be their mw American single.

US CORRESPONDENTS
Stephen Morley ( Piers York)
Fred Bronson (Canasta)

February

completely sold out.
An extra dale may be
added al the end pf
the tour.

MAN HAVE a new album out In March. titled 'The
Welsh Conneetiso'. To coincide with its release, they
begs a British Our oa March 12 at Cardiff Capitol
Other dates are: Plymouth Guildhall (13), London
Hammersmith Odeon (14), Leicester De Montfort Hall

17_

-

Derck Canty
EDITORIAL

h E -BOP DEI.UXE'S
concert at London's
Drury Lane Theatre

on

.

ally of East Anglia (6),
Guildford Civic Hall (12),
Folkestone Leas Cliff Hail
(13), Glasgow Paisley
Technical College (211)
and Sunderland Polytechthe Steve
nic (27)
Gibbons Rand will tour
with Lynyrd Skynyrd on
their tour which opens at
Bristol Colston Flail on
Feb. 10. A debut single
by Steve Olbbons will be
out on Roger Daltrey's
Goldhawke label on Feb.
20 titled 'Sweetheart i
Natural Thing'
Roger Whittaker has, a
new single out on Feb. 13

'River lady'. His
forthcoming dates In-

UUed

clude: Bedford Nile Spot
(Feb 10 for one week),
Cardiff Showboat IFeb
22 for one week) and the
Wakefield Theatre Club
(Feb. 21) for one week) _

liana has a new' single
out on Feb. 6 titled 'Never
Gonna Fall In Lose
Morrie Albert
Again'
is In Britain this week to
appear on the Nana
Mouskourl TV show

...

which will be screened on
Feb. 26. He will also be
presented with a silver
disc for sales of his single

'Feelings'.

Nazareth. currently

playing on American tour
with Deep Purple, return
to the UK in March.- They
have a new single

released at the end of

February and .are

pected to

ex-

announce
touring plans soon.

******* ****1 ,t

New York,

Stevie W under and 8 hewn

Dylan's

SUIs.

Miller
dollar
bash

!

BOB DYLAN'S Rolling
Thunder Revue made a

surprise appearance In
Los Angeles last week,
Just before leaving for
their concert at the
Houston Astrodome.
It 'happened at the
Troubadour. Roger Miller was the headliner, but

at the end of his second
show an Friday night,

Bob

Dylan suddenly

came on stage, accora
panted by some of the
musicians who have been
travelling around the
country with his Revue,
including Roger Me3ulnn
and Mick Ronson.
They performed only
three songs
two by
Dylan and one by Texas
songwriter T-Bone Burnett. The audience was
Miller's crowd, not the
usual Troubadour audience that would normally
be more receptive to Bob

-

from the crowd was
polite, not overwhelming.
Two days later In

YES

COLOSSEUM 11 begin a
European tour on April
They have an album.
titled 'Strange New
Fresh' nut on March 12
Their UK dates for March
Include: Derby Kings
Hall (4), NorwIch Univer

'14,

-

Dylan. The response

~RA

BRIEF

.

sell-out

Man's Welsh Connection

THE BAY CITY ROLLERS are responsible
far 'Stray Eimer helm. their sew US Notes.
HaroldMelvin and a
release and E, saes awe surprised that
group of singers,
their label, Arista Records it seems the new
including
Sharon Paige,
Racers, ds tier last visit to the States, will be billing
themselves
der:owed British espies of '1Nasey Houey' as Harold Melvin and the

CHEF SUBEDITOR

LONDONOON

Hemel Hempstead Pavilion (291.
(271 and

am

THE MONEY

EDITOR
SUE BYROM

Temp

mingham Barbarellas
(241, Cromer Pavilion

Singers. Both Mahoíany
and Let's. Do It Again
should be In the final
nations, which are

ROLL OUT

TE tE PHONE SALES

which is novas follows:
Leeds University (Feb
Wakefield Unity Hall
(12). Stoke Victoria Hall
1131. Southend Kursaal

PLcnENicrii
Hollywood

.1.

changes to their tour. The
revised dates are in, the
second half of the tour

sity (20). landfill Imperial College (211. Bir-

161. Swansea

Ibllege

have made several

(141. Guildford Civic Hall
(151. Swansea Brangwyn
Hall (191, Cardiff Univer

Mecca

WIDOW MAILER_ the
group formed by Steve
I+:On sad Arid Bender,
have signed to Jet records
and will love Weir hest
segue released m February
U is tilled 'Oa The
Road.- A. album will be
released the Iasi week an
Fehrmry and the band
wd play dales is March.

change

THE KURSAAL Flyers

111,

Widow fond

_

Be -Bop

Kursaal
Bisgda

Boxer kick-off
at cricket ground
BOXER BEGIN their
British tour on February
14 ar'Northampton Cricket Ground- Other dates
are: Cambridge Students'
Union (171, Norwich
University (251, Chelsea

Ar-

GARY GI/ITS wr71 be appri.g at
Odom am Mari 13 as part Of be farewell tsar d
airhdia.
ton. -hick war assnmeed consehrely ix
but week's Rend Mirror & Mae
be eight dales
at Ow ~am New Vid
am Mardi I3.

Gardensand

See
page 11.

/5:1

In a
Before he cones to Britain, Womack Is to appearwho,
special benefit concert for soul star Jackle'Wilson,is not
and
ago
weeks
suffered a heart attack several
expected to work again.
Is
We, ack's new album. titled 'Safety Zane',
released this Friday.

FAREWELL. GARY

r

CaCardiffUn
1d
University
(10).

ROBBY WOMACK le coming to Britain to
play one date only. K iv part of a projected
European tour. The show will be at the
London Hattlntersmith Odeon on March R.
There is a possibility of two more UK dates
al the end of the tour.

GARY GLISTEN- 1st idas

(March 2), Southport Theatre (:t),
Newcastle City Hall
(5), Lancaster University (6), Bristol
Colston Hall (8),
Bournemouth Win-

NEWS IN

Houston the Revue played
for a crowd of 42,003. The
744 hour chow featured

Phillips In solo spots
Guest artists Includ-d

Ringo Starr, Stephen

Dr John, Rlchle

Havens and Carlos
Santana,
lssac Hayes was

and

MC,

he sported a
Hurricane Carter T shirt
Rubin 'Hurricane' Car
ter spoke to the crowd via
telephone from his prom

cell In New Jersey and
thanked the audience for
their support.

***
DEEP' PURPLE,

to

association bath Warner
Bros. Records, held One
of this year's more
successful rock and roll
parties in the Belvedere
Suite at the top of the
Rockefeller Centre. As
much attention was paid
to them as to their number
one guest Robert Plant
Nice .to see Robert

Palmer and his lovely

wife, Susan, from Eng-

land, though.

Deep

Purple came straight to
the party from their sell-

out gig next door at RaQ10
City Music Hail.

DJ ANDY Park of
Scotland's radio Clyde
was In New York

UM

receive a
"Trendsetter Award"
week

to

from the

people

of

Billboard Magazine:

that's the musts bizi e
bible, The occasion
marked the first time a

radio award has been
a non American
STEPBEN MORLEY

presented to-
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e

fed up with

The way

f

black music,
this 40s kick is

at it is it's just
a rebellion
against soul

c

to counter-

attack its

musics-

-Jo.

Jo's accomplice
by

togging the disco
rim ehght The great

demonstrating intricate

movements to his partner
before they hit the ricer.
Others just stand around
tapping their feet, clapping
their hands, but the real
McCoys are tripping the
light fanta-tUc, being
stared at by wide - eyed
kids who a ren't as bold.
"C'mon luv, let me Mow
yer 'ow it's done." says e
Cockney jitterbug gangster, and whisks me on the

white explosion has

erupted, wiping out
the hitherto black
mimic doiniatace that
epee reigned supreme
in national dance
bans.
The hip swaying

r,

Forties freak is
saying: "-forget soul,
came &Men to the
hands that oar moth-

floor for

ers and fathers
]t

1

mo01114

fantasia fad were one
time soul purists

7;

-

who used to turn up
their noses al any-,
thing that smacked of
white music. It seems

they've changed their
minds.

axe
The place

.

`'

riding the forties

+/

,-J

'I don't just
wear these gold
rimmed. glasses
. to' look like
ti

swing out and about le

Legend
But Miller isn't

o

country called CanVey Island, in Essex,
once famous for its
-

,

me

Richard Hawkins
and
partner hike it slow and

quick hats and a
favourite haunt for
East - End day
trippers who wanted
to fill their lungs with
fresh salty sea air.
The Gold tame in Canvey
plate the Swing lolls

la the

GLENN MILLER

swoon y.

-

frequent m a Saturday
eight- and the guy who.
Queried the fad is DJ
Chris HUI, aided and
abetted by our very own'

James Iiarniltm Dialer!).

the

favourite. especially with
the connoisseurs. It' just
that the -legend has been
shrouded in mystery ever
since, his disappearance
some 20 years ago, when
the doomed plane in which
he was travelling took o0
from England, bound for
France. and was never
seen again.
Since then the littered In

somewhat uniibtrustye part of the
fun fairs, kiss

ngis

sarily the best or

- Alex McCrae

that

Swing craze is in a

don't

I

dramatic fashion.

!Glenn Miller
y'know I've got
bad eyes',

spearheaded the

action..

actually get pulled through
his legs, but it's a close
thing!
It appears that Glenn
Miller and his orchestra
are very much paramount
at the Lacey Lady. The
Inimitable sounds of the
signatory 'Moonligh Serenade', 'Little Brown Jug',
'Pennsylvannia 6.5000' and
'Chattanooga Choo Chop'

t'

It's important to
note that the kids

.

Jan Iles
sides and double - breasted
de - mob suit patiently

SWING IS back and

swooned to
ago

look

I

Now it seems that other
Djs and discos are getting
In on the act. Even the well
- known Northern Soul
emporiuny Wigan Casino.
is jitterbugging to the Big
Band sounds; soul, it
appears, is playing second
fiddle_

London too is gradually
to swoon,
to Chris, who

surrendering
thanks again

has now started up a Swing
night at the Lacey Lady
disco in Ilford, Essex, just
a stones throw away from
the Big Cap.
Friday night at the Lacey
Lady Is like a nocturnal
trip Into the past. Glamour
girls in their Gloria
Swanson 'hairdos, pencil
skirts, seamed stockings
and dainty stilettos dance

with boy - men slick and
tricky In American Service

Band styled Khaki shirts
and baggy trousers. The
occasional pair of gold rim
specs shine In the spot
lights
The more expert swingers jitterbug energetical-ly_ while the beginners
tentatively take It cool and
easy. Everyone's holding
hands.
Chris, a self - confessed
Big Band freak says: "It's
only been happening up,
here for about a week, but

already the kids are getting
Involved. Obviously It's not
as good here as It Is to the
Gold Mine, but it will be
eventually."
However, the atmos-

phere

Is

euphoric.

It

vlvltles the general good
time spirit and the coys,
clannish aura. It could
almost be 40 years ago with

girlfriends -snatching a
night on the tiles before
their young men finish
army leave.
In one corner there's a
guy with short back and

Mlllerhas been kept

alive

in many ways.

the early Fifties,
Universal released The
Miller Story, with James
Stewart playing the title
role, and, this has had
umpteen screenings on Tv
over the years.
Numerous biographies
have been written on the
quiet, well - liked man, and
scores of albums have been
released.
Like Jim Reeves, Miller
appears to be just a
dead. Miller aim
recorded batches of tapes
In

-,popular

i
Íl

yv

f

_

PIR 3851
.

l

I
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I
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before his death, and now
RCA have released a
double album of previously
unreleased performances,
whir_h should be valuable
collectors Items.

"What makes me sick la
that some are doing It Just
because It's chic, You lot,
you papers all come up 'ere
because you think you'll
get a scoop, ha, but
everybody's wrttin about
It. But you won't print that,

Other Swing records

being played tonight are
Benny Goodrrtans 'Stomping At The Savoy' and
'King Porter Stoop', Louis

will ya4. "

'

Jordan's 'Chao Chao Ch boogie', Woody Herman's

i

Woodchoppers Ball',

Glenn Miller's and Syd
Lawrence's (Syd being the
modern - day emulator of
Miller Music) in The

Mood'

and alanhatten

Transfer's version

of

His dwarfish James

'Tuxedo Junction'.
As everyone but every me takes the floor for
Tommy Dorsey's 'Opus
One', Chris has time for a
quick chat:
"The music's so good
to dance to everyone
gets up.

it's the

Cagney

..«

,ey

Janet Taylor (second left) poses like a forties glamour puss, ,91ile girlfriends just purr. John pictured with
them must definitely be In The Mood.

same at the

hat didyou do
in the Disco

floor."

Phase
Dancing plays an Intergral part In the new-old
fad. I talk to a few of the
swingers. some of whom
are quick to point out that It
Isn't Just a phase and that
they were certainly into

tom Chadwell Heath says:
'We've

been into the music
of the Forbes and the
clothes for ages, before it
ever became popular, and
our friends in school used to
laugh at us. Now it's come
back in fa sh lon,we love it. "
Janet gets most of her

figures,
shows

off

the curves."

Pals

Vick and

Richard

,o
&

lill

wealth of material, mostly
from America And there's
also a le of Juke box Items,

,.

77

cy.,..

they'll 'always be a huge
supply "

-s

both sport khaki apparel
with USA badges on the
sleeves. They're left - overs
of the Bowie./ Ferry era.
"We still like Roxy and

Cathy, wearing leg
hugging drainpipes and a
floral blouse says.

admits, "I mean me hair
was cut in the Young
Americans style, but it's
gotta grow a bit. All this

the.jitterbug and the Swing
together, we enjoy It. "
Says Eileen_ "I've

'

Blonde sbphtsticat Eileen
Cathy
Stow, IS, and friendchatted
Room 18, are being
Vick
by
up in the corner
of
and Richard's
se
dressed
smartly
lookalikes and

Miller

Yank GIs.

n

take

I

usually practise

dancing at home

question, but there's

I

_

,

?.r

E

%..

1

`

1

.

i'
i

1,

..

Ali!re

-.

©-

orientated

Manhat-

tan Trans.

ter

Alex McCrae, Glenn
Miller's double is at first
reluctant to speak In case

ner

Mg.

The two girls he's with
agreed by nodding and
smiling.
I tell him he's the Image
of Glenn Miller. The girls
giggle and nudge each
other.
"I don't Just wear these
gold rimmed glasses to look
like Glenn Miller y'know.

sheep,"

A couple

of Cockney GIs?

to keep

the ban-

A guy called Jo was not
at all in favour of the
revived 1935-45s. He says
It's all a facade, a great big
*sick joke.
"People are jumping on
the bandwagon, they're all

Four'."

different "

P

Forties

bands like

I've got bad eyes!"

always liked Forbes music,
favourites are The
' my
Andrews Sisters, especially their song 'Bounce Me
Brother With The Solid

his mates at work laugh at
him, but he softens: "I like
the Swing, It's something

always Syd Lawrence. Joe
Loss (who Incidentally
released 'In The Mood' just
recently). Ted Heath and

., a..

in my

bedroom or wherever
can. Me and me mates do

Bowie, y,k now," Vick

tun"

But what about live
performances? Our dearly
departed Glenn is out of the

9:L

wingbaby'
,!ti=

Glenn Miller stuffs good
y'know we like the music
and the dances, It's all good

tor Is 'Dance'.
, Chris: "Soul purists were
dance freaks, which is why
they have turned on to the
Swing. It's not a knees -up
thing, to some It's even a

lifestyle."

plait

ing, they drool. "I mean
the girls who dress like that
look nicer,
hugs their

The two brands of music
may seem worlds apart.
taut the common denomina-

Chris still insists that The
Swtng Is not Just a whimper
in the night. The reason
why It will be one of the
longest disco survivors is,
he says
"Unlike other
musical trends we have a

certainly think so. "
They do, well Vick King
and Richard Hawkins do.
"Cor, they look smash-

gear

Lifestyle
Swing's been going since

111_[it

r,

about Swing. but they don't
know nufin'. I was Into
Frank Sinatra years ago,
and I used to watch the o1'
films on tele every Sunday
afternoon with me mum
"The way I look at lilt's
just a rebellion against
sould music."
Whatever people's views
are, The Swing. according
to Chris Hill should be In
full flight by Summer.
"When Swing fans go on
holiday they'll take their
records with them and
spread the word around. It

November. Soul clubs
ironically were first to pick
up on it because NY disco/
soul was becoming stale.

'!

y

rumor*

clothes from jumbles and
some from her mum. who
was jitterbug Champion of
the Ilford Paints in her
younger days. She styles
her hair by using small
rollers.
"The Forbes clothes are
so feminine, I think it shows
off my figure to the best
advantage. Lots of blokes

esque accomplice

always happens that
way."

wai daddy?

Miller & Co long before the
publicity
Pretty Janet Taylor, 18.

-

mean 'n' moody.
"Listen. These people 'ere
pretend they know ail
Is Just as

yrr¡_:
ríJN~
'r

Gold Mine, but on a
grander scale. When I was
there last week It.reminded
me of a film I saw about the
Lyceum to wartime. All
the guys were in their army
Clothes, like the kids are
copying today, and literally all you could see an the
screen was a mass of
bodies dancing, a seething
mass of bodies m the dance

the

why he bothers
I ask
coming to the Lacey Lady
and wouldn't he be better
off being an angry young
activist elsewhere?
"I like It 'ere. I like the
music because It makes a
change from soul. I'm fed
up with black music, this
Forbes kick is to counter attack black music."

he

says

sneeringly: "I don't dress
up like they do, but rknow
I'll be forced to sooner or
later.

'fly

In fact Just before
Christmas, Ted Heath and

his boys got back together
for one special perform
ance atSouthend.
Much to the chagrin of

hard-core dedicated Heath
fans well Into their middle
age, half the population of
the Gold Mine disco turned
up for the Heath function at
the junction, and unashamedly swung up and down
the aisles, freaking out the
straights
But before the parents of

Britain start tut -tutting

with avid disapproval they
should remember that

today's swingers are

simply following In their
footsteps. So get back' 1n
the swing. ma.
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lever dreams

-

as

But as she petulantly
giggles all the way to the

everything

top, Donna has a few
words to say to the
people who assume they
know what Is right for
the British public to

into focus she

comes

breathes down
telephone:
"Hi
Oh yeah
.

.

the

..

.

'Scuse me I've only Just

hear.

woken up. It's still
morning In LA you know
No, that's OK ..
Oh no. I'm all alone."

"If you knout what the
single is all about then
It's nothing unusual and

you knmv how to take It.
But if you don't know
what it's all about then
you get frightened. It's
is simple as that. "
Such succinctness so

Exploded
Miss Summer (this
lady will never come on
as a Ms) has exploded
on to the scene In a rain
of orgasmic funk prow
Mg

be

Britain's airways

early

;.,

\

vulgar because I'm not
trying lobe vulgar.
"I've been ap

'

in

the

A tone of incredulity
when she hears a
national newspaper has
her reported suffering
toothache when she
reached the climactic
parts of the hit single.

troversy.
. But then she's a bit of
an old hand at the moral
of - war. For
tug
Instance her first record
'The Hostage,' wasn't
given the softly - softly
treatment. Her kidnap
victim dies.
Then there was 'lady
Of The Night.' about a
prostitute. "A normal
hooker.' the now alert
Donna quickly adds.
Yea, she had her hits m
the Common Market
mainland.
But this latest fleshy
opus has seen her
scurry out of her Munich

we

always suspected.
Or to put it simpler:

When did you last hear
'Love To Love You
Baby' on the radio?

There ate no prizes for
the answer to that one.
Yet U you were living in
Europe or America you
could be panting to It
every hour. at the same

time reading Inside
Linda Lovelace.
So It's quite an
achievement when you
realise that Donna has
moaned her way high

I

record don't buy it. but
I'm not saying anything
Indecent I didn't know
It was going lobe a hit. I

was just making a
record and suddenly it's

"I

an

was feeling no pain
when I recorded that."
reacts Miss Summer.
"In fact I was thinking
-about my boyfriend and
imagining a nice situ-

International

smash. "

Miss Summer, It
appears, is not only
sexy, but faithful.
"My Image at the
Is totally
sexual. It's suggested In
the record and the
pictures, but that's all it
Is. It's sexual but not

moment

ation. "
But 'nice situation' to
some is 'bad reputation'
to others.

morning

this particular con

to

i
,

i

ton telephone.

Modest

means Donna Summer
is corning out on top of

harbouring the

illiberal Institutions

-

snigger.

people like Donna
Summer dream
And

/

'' `a

David Hancock

;

,

'II ,

AS THE purring of the telephone becomes a definite ring Donna
Summer reaches blindly across crumpled sheets to silence the
damn thing.
The banned sex purveyor of the Top 50. the sensual scourge of
the discotheques, has been woken up.
It takes her a few
minutes to surface
by
to swim through
the yawns and the
the British 'harts
screwed - up eyes; Into
base and slap bang Into
wiUi only the rare spin
to cast off what- and
Los Angeles hanging on
the word of mouth

'Im

..

'It.just

churchgoer

from a churchgoing
family," she explains.

"I'm

modest, I don't
flout my religion but I
use It to my advantage.
I know what I am and I
don't know what all the
fuss is about
"In America It's being
played every hour
except In some .of the

happens to
be a

record;

Bars

-

sexy

y

very religious places,"
she coyly adds. "Some
of the Southern States,
you know,"
And that non

-

and so

pet stamped

hitting

below the bible belt
doesn't worry Donna in
the slightest.
"If you don't like a

,

as

sexy...,

proached by lots of
magazines like Playboy
to pose for their centre folds but, of course, I've
refused. The same thing
will happen If I get
approached for a sex
role In movies, I'll
refuse. I've told people,
if they want to take
pictures of me It'll have
to be with my clothes on.
"OK, the song has
given me an image and I
suppose that's my good
luck. but now I've got to
cope with It. And don't
forget I've got more to
offer than Playboy,"
she gives another
chuckle.

She's hoping to save

all the furore that 'Love
To Love You Baby' has
caused by following It
with a less sexy record.
"I think the next one
will be Barry Manllow's
'Could It Be Magic?' It
won't Just be a moan
I

record

want

to

develop my image. I'll
be doing it in my own
way because I might as
well use the sexiness
I've gained to my
advantage. I want to
keep what I have."

While giving the
Impression of being
wide

wide

-

eyed rather than

legged,

the
shrewd Miss Summer Is
adding to her Lollta -

Ilk e charm.

"I've

-

and France
but
they're liberal countries," she points out.
"And there have been
similar hits. Listen to
'Jr T'Aime' or Sylvia
Robinson's 'Pillow Talk'
or what about 'I Want To
Do Something Freaky

She's

being Barry White. but
how many women sing
for men'

"When

J

listen

to

Barry White I go
crazy," she confesses,
"I can't say- he's

influenced me, I,wasn't

influenced by anyone
To You'? Mine's Just a but people have comIltlle more soft, there's pared me to him. I do
more toothache In It," for men what he does for
she chuck les.
women.
"It just happens to be She's "promising to do
a record that's sexy and It for men as soon as
so I get stamped as sexy she's got her stage show
but I'm no dumb together and ran start

-blonde!"
That's

for sure..

touring.

A

groaning blonde,
blonde

And that's exactly it,
Miss Summer promises
the goods. but please
don't touch.

because

I thought there
are a lot of men who sing
had hits before exclusively for women,
in Holland, Belgium. the greatest example

mouth.

maybe,

Furore

and groan

perfectly aware that symbol.
butter melts In her
"Well

Visual

but a dumb

- never.

Born In Boston,

Massachusetts, 25 years
ago. Donna says she
decided un a singing
career when she was 10
but skipped the USA
when she was 17% to
settle In Europe.

"Europe is very

liberal

in many ways.
Maybe It's because of
the war but Europeans
seem to have a broader
outlook on things."
She settled in Munich
because she has a
German boy friend
(such a quaint term).
"But I don't really feel
any affinity towards the
German people. It he'd
been an English boy I
would have settled In
England" she says.

So how did a girl who
spent IS months as a
drug - taking hippie in
the German version of
Hair move into the top
row as a buck feline sex

"I

Can't say what
form It's going to take
but It's certainly going
to have a lot of visual
impact and it probably
won't be what people
expect because that's
not the way I operate. "
She dismisses it as
"probably a sloppy

affair,"

and sloppy. In
Miss Summer's vocabu-

lary, stretches

the
Imagination.
In the meantime she's
stretching out on that
bed. living in one of the
best houses of Beverley
Hills, and enjoying a
spectacular view of the

Pacific Ocean.

Donna chuckles again
I'm just

as she says:

enjoying being fa

" Then with the
smile still on her face
she replaces the telephone receiver and
mous

snuggles back into those

crumpled sheets.
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adventurous stale of
mind, and will be
itching to do omething
with your (dare w: say)

It'

boring lifestyle,
good lime for a change.

kind of crafty tactics
MU confuse them no
end

LIBRA
(Sept

24 to Oet 2.1)
You may be feeling

GEMINI

unwanted this week

(May 7210 June 21)
bemuse the 011ie Butter
You're proving to all you had hasn't turned
those sceptics out there into a full scale heart
that you are very beat. Don't panic, don't
(Jan LLte Feb 14)
With a new change of human, and cart even seven bite your nails with
tuenery come* a new produce the 'ol' tear apprehension. Find
Weight on your shoul- drape when nereasary, someone unattached
ders, but it should all However, don't be too with plenty of money.
work out well once you
doe
do much Road
good If people
Fettle to and put yer feet transpan"
people.
can see right through (Oct 24 to Nov 22 )
up on the desk.
you.
We aren't surprised that
PISCES
your popularity has
CANCER
(Feb lab March 70)
risen ekyhigh, honey
The first week of Feb (.line TY bW
J
L7 )
July
pie, because these days
gloom might strike you Instructions from our you've bin such
a good
In the kneecaps and universal Madame Fitt kit obeying
estabrake life a bit uncomfle, of, the seventh ring 45 lishment andthe giving
but once you weather that we must he kind to help 'lo 'lonely hearts,
the storm and get things little Csneerlans this
Into perspective youll week because they are SAGITTARIUS
like James Bond or feeling frail and feeble (Nov 23 to Dee 21)
and will break .11 You've had your fling.
Pussy Galore.
scolded. S°.°h we're and right now the only
ARIES
gonna take the lady's real thing,, you need Is
(Marsh !Ito Apra 20)
advice and say that this peace of mind and
The new ventures 'we week will be toothrililnk
tranquility. But
talked about'last week for words and that you partners
-may prove
are shaping up nicely be granted three wish- difficult and
unmanaand for once, the ce
geable, and you won't be
sometimes dead -pan
able to do nowt 'bout
LEO
Arian Is chuckling all
that 't8 they're ready to
over the dandelions, (July u b Aug 29)
be helped,
let with grins and sniggers Rainy days and windy,
as Joyful as Diggers.
nights are drowning you CAPRICORN
in the darkest deepest ape, 2210 Jan 21)
TAURUS
depressions. It wouldn't 'Great times for ex (April 21 to May 21)
be so bad If you had posing the bad apples,
If someone has offended someone with you b and singling oil the men
you wtth verbal punches weather those storms. from the boys. You'll be
then the best way to
sharply perceptive in
counter-attack Is by VIRGO
your judgement over the
acting as though these (Aug 24b Sept
next few weeks, but will
Insults are bouncing off Now that February has find so much evil about
ya like you're wearing a settled down you're you'll be glad. to get
bullet-proof vest. These feeling In a much more back to norm.

AQUARIUS

.

,
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MR FLASH was a
victim of the system. This left him

by Rosalind

psychologically Russell
damaged and his

only recourse was to
become a thug.
Well, there you have
it, the Instant diagnosis. But In case
you're not too sure
who Mr Flash is
(unless you happen
to know his doppelganger), he Is a

character born

In

the mind of Ray
Davies.

e

Mr Flash grew up and
flourished in two Kinks'
albums, 'Preservation'
Parts One and Two. But
Ray couldn't leave him
there without offering
some explanation for his

by
David

delinquency.

Ha.ncock

This is
where the new Kinks'
album, 'Schoolboys In
Disgrace' comes In.
It takes us back to Mr
Flash's formative years

ió

and the Incidents which
were to prove so mind

bending for the future.
"I've had the idea since

'Preservation'," said

Ray- "I wrote.it in June
and July and we recorded
it in September. I just

From Heavy Metal
to Tin Pan Alloy?

wanted to finish off
something with Mr

Flash."
It would have been
difficult to put yourself in
the place of

schoolday experiences
were his own. How much
of the real Ray was in his
character?

GARY HOLTON is a self confessed yobo.
Leader of the Heavy Metal Kids for more than two
years, he's carved a name for himself as being a bit of a
hard case; the 'tearless punk who chains everything In
sight and then gets roughed - up himself.
He's such a yobo that next night he's back for more.
But the idol of the football terrace holligans could be
undergoing a change. You see, the Kids have just signed
recording deal with maéstro of the pop charts Mickíe
Most.
Holton stalks up and down the
cold room of his basement flat,
splkey hair on a deceptively small
body. Menace. What menace?
Round his neck he fits a dog's
'collar and a dog's lead!
He doesn't want the Kids to be
bracketed along with other Most'
stars like Hot Chocolate; Suzl
Quatro; Smokie and Arrows. He
refers to Most as the man who had
a hand in helping Jeff Beck,
Donovan and Led Zeppelin.
The Kid, it would appear, Is in a

make the show more directional
because it did get a bit self
indulgent sometimes. When we
came back from the States after
touring with Alice Cooper it was too
overdone.
"It's not difficult living up to
what people expect of me," he
continues, "but I like my privacy.
If people starting treading on that
then I genuinely get aggressive.
But what I do Is tongue - In - cheek.
I enjoy it, I get off on it

What he reckons the band will
get out of the deal is a "real
producer", and he admits they'will
be keeping "an open mind" aboút
recording singles.
Translated that' means The

"The act doesn't influence
audiences to be aggressive, it
calms them down. Only one row of
seats went on the last tour," he
says matter of. factly.
Their Mickie Most produced
album should be out in April to
coincide with the new act going on
tour in Britain, and Holton says the
songs will be more factual than In
the past, concentrating on things
that have happened to the band,
Holton began in showbusiness at
the age of 11, playing the parts of
what he calls "snotty child actors,
the ones everyone hates to act

-

time- warp.

Heavy Metal Kids could be
recording a song by Nicky Chinn
and Mike Chapman Britain's top
though their own
pop writers
material will always get

-

-

preference.

"We've always had more

promotion spent on our singles
than albums." says the padng
yobo But he denies that the deal
means the Kids will be throwing
away ferocity and aggression for
the lucrative tranquility of the
charts.
The break in constant touring
while they record new material in
France under Most's direction will
also give the band a chance to
change the stage act. That change
could be significant.

Outrageous
"We are outrageous, in fact very
often we're blamed for going over
the top, but in the new act we're
going to be dropping nearly all the
old numbers except for favourites
like 'The Cops' and 'Rock 'n' Roll
Man'. It's not a different direction
but Instead of us getting really
drunk out of our skunks and going
on we're going to have to be a little
bit more together.
"Most promoters don't want us
back," says Holton nonchalantly, "we're banned from a quite a lot of
all the one's that are sort of
gigs
half Mee.

-

"That's why we've decided to

-

It was here he began to develop
his cocky, cheeky and aggressive
image He says he entered pop
music because someone told him it
was an easy way of making
money
"Don't get me wrong," he
continues. "I like money but that's
not the only way to measure
success. The Heavy Metal Kids are
successful now because when we
go out to play music we play to
packed houses. That's success too.
Maybe. But chart success also
counts and that means selling
records. Isn't he frightened they
may have to compromise their
music now they're with Mlckie
Most's hit machine and their old
fans might not understand?
"No not all," says Hblton

Trouble

"It

wasn't from experience. Mr Flash was a
thug, a gangleader. I was
a quiet boy. He gets Into
trouble and gets expelled.
I left school the normal
way and went to art
college. I was more
rebellious at art school
but I rebelled against the
other students. If every-,
one else wore denim, I
wore a tie. "
So while Mr Flash was
just beginning hia reign of
terror and deception, Ray
Davies was fitting well
into the system?

"I left after three
years; I dropped out. I
left the course I'd been
doing in theatre design. "
Dropping out conforms
pretty strongly to the

Aggressive

with."

Mr Flash if at

least some of the

behaviour of many

students. So Ray wasn't
so different after all?

"Yes, I. suppose

conformed in the end."

I

But the Schoolboys

album hits home to those
who didn't necessarily get
into trouble. The story of,

the
.

first love

has

memories for all of us.
"I was five years old
when I fell in love with
Pamela West," said Ray.
"She was Incredible. In
fact I aaw her a few years
ago and she's still great,
but I thought she was
nicer when I was five. "
Well, early love can be
painful. "It hurts a bit,
when you're 30," added
Ray., "But I had my first
tragic love affair when I
was 15."
Ray is noj to be drawn
on the delicate subject of
young love
or old love
fór that matter. He -Ís a

-

e

I
think it was overdone. To
me, the albums wire
musical plays. I don't
think I'm being big headed when I say that it
worked.
Did he learn from other
musicians, or Iron his

withdrawn kind of person, or perhaps it was just

because he was bred and
had the'prospect of a long

trip to the States the
following day. The Kinks
have a three-week lour
lined up, and will be
playing British dates on
'their return.
The Schoolboys album

own mistakes?

Wrong

been heard in the
States on disc and live.
has

"Not from Rock 'n' Roll

Had there been any
criticism of it there?

.

from

done wrong.

never
watch our performances
on video, because I
believe we're a spontaneous band and our
audiences like it that
way. I think we're a good
band. I've worked hard
and the boys have worked

"I have been accused
by some people In the
States of being too simple
this time. But that was
deliberate because it had
to fit a period

"

The music appeared to

'n'
Roll than previous albums. Maybe nearer to
the old Kinks' style of
uncomplicated presentation.
"-I want to go back to
be more basic Rock

Despite all this activity,
It doesn't seem as if we've
heard a lot about the
Kinks between dramas

concerning

the music," said Ray. "In
a way I think I have
neglected the music and
concentrated too much an
the lyric form, but I doin't

bands.

"Anyway,

1

can be very
glancing

he adds
down at the dog lead.

A

. a .
il
SCHOOLBOYS IN DISGRACE:, (L to R/ Mick
Avory, Ray Davies, John Gosling, John Dolton,
Dave Davies

other big

In fact,

I'd

say

they'd been keeping a
fairly low profile, at least
in the UK.
"Perhaps the Kinks

intelligent, our fans, so first of all
they might think that and then
when they see us there'll be no
great change except that 'well be

threatening,"

We

hard.

emphatically. "They're quite

bettér.

I suppose I learn
the things we've

have been a little under
exposed," agreed Ray.
"But maybe it's a good
thing not to be in the
limelight all the time. A
lot of people think we
haven't rime anything for
three years. When I
worked two days a week,
everyone thought I was
working seven. Now I am
working seven days a
week, people think I'm
not working at all-"
Perhaps the Kinks'
image in the Stales is
bigger than it is here
after all, the 'Schoolboys'
album was performed

-

'

there first, although that
was more by accident
than design.
The new album will be
performed In Britain
during the tour, ,which
begins at the end of
February. Although the
concept of the album Is
complete, one song stood
out above the rest. It's a
mature love song 'called

'I'm In Disgrace'.

"You could be right."
said Ray. "It is a bit more

mature. But remember,
-It's a flash -back for Mr
Flash. He's older and
looking back on his
youth. So he would think
in an older way, wouldn't
he?"
Well extricated I
The Kinks have about
12 years to look back on
themselves, since they
started out with massive
hits like 'You Really Oat
Me'. Many bands have
and gone since
, come
then. Did it make hinifeel
sad to see bands like the
Faces split up?
"I think the Small
Faces will be

a much
the
Faces' have been for the
last three years. The
Small Facto were a great
band years ago, they had
smashing singles. I think
they've Just been a
backing band for Min

better band than

recently."

But the Kinks go on
forever?
"At the end of each tour
we turn to each other, like
the Samurai and sly,
brothers, we have war
vived again. But the
people go en forever .
.
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PART 10: JOHNNY OTIS

-JOHNNV

Otis spreads the gospel
WHEN ROCK 'n' Roll came in as a sensational new rg'í
development there was a cry, in' need for good show
bands to go out on the road and spread the gospel about
the new pop explosion .
1
And Johnny Otis led one of the best of all the bands. In
his band was one of the last truly successful big
bands to be formed. He called it a Rhythm 'n' Blues

Caravan but it
f ea to re d good, hardd

I

lore rock.

And he discovered quite
few stars on the way.
a tiny black girl
called Little Esther, who
made a lot of records with
his band She grew up,
dropped the "Little" and
became Esther Phillips,
recently in the charts with
'What A Difference A Day
Makes'.
His biggest on disc hit
In Europe was 'Ma He's
a

Like

Making Eyes At Me', with

raw

-

voiced

Marie

which

Adams singing lead

classic single
mysteriously

a

failed to

make any impact in the
States,
In 1958, Otis hit' It big
with 'Willie And The
Hand Jive', 'Castln' My
Spell' was also sizeable

OTIS: Above

/far left) with
The Otisettes
and (left) an
early promo-

.7

'
,

quiet but
determined persona lily.
a

was born on December 28,

Vallejo, California. He's done pretty well
everything in music. He
1924, in

OTIS' today
for him in the States One
important European hit
was 'Bye, Bye Baby', also
In 1958

Otis

Is

white but like

Elvis Presley and many
others, became saturated
in black musical culture.
Result was that when the
time came for him to show
his wide talents, he was

taught himself drums,

plays piano and vibes,
sings, produces and has
had his own record
company.
As a songwriter he's
won many honours. He
wrote 'Every Beat Of My
Henri' for Jackie Wilson
and 'Roll With Me Henry'
for Etta James
a song

which wile
cleaned

-

lyrically

up to,become

4

-

-

'Dance With Me Henry', a
hit for Georgia lbbs
He got his first band
together In 1015 and went
on the road the next year,
But big hands were In

financial trouble, so he
reduced the size to

trombone, trumpet, two
saxes, and rhythm He
turned to the blues, very
bluesy indeed at first
but still kept the horns

-

playing riffs.
"That's how R&B was
born,': he says, "but what

helped us was we loved
going on the road, We'd
make the records, and
scored non - stop in the
R&B charts, but we also
went out and showed

ourselves. We put on a
complete production, with
supporting acts."

Apart from Esther

Phillips,

he was to

help

,
Verse 1. (Boy)
Just when I think I'm
gettin' tired of you
again
You turn right back and
give that special smile
again
Gtr you're somethln you
got that aumethin' deep
Inside
And It won't oh no it just

Verse 2. (Girl)
Just when you say
It's all too much you
gobs getaway
That's when I feel
The pain inside I know
It's real

But there's sómething

hey baby
Pulls you right on back to
me

won't

Give in at all
Give in at all
And we.
Chore s (Together1

Don

gotta lot of real love
and a deep affection
And we do it
Every night every day
any possible way
We do it
Ain't nothing In the world
zer gonna stop us
w
oIl
t1 a

i

WE DO IT
Words and music by Russell Stone

And It won't oh no it just
won't
Give In at all
Clive In at all
And we.
Chorus (together)
Dolt etc etc
Yeah baby baby baby
baby

SUNG BY

R&

J STONE

Copyright (c) 1975 Roedor
Music (London) LLd Tie
Lid Music.

Peter

..-1fact

1_J_._._

accepted by both black
and white
In fact, he married a
hlack girl which didn't
harm his popularity at
all, even during the
terrifying race riots In the
Slates du ring the 1980's.

Otis,

By-

`'
-

tional shot of
him.

-

Jones

Hank Ballard and the
Midnighters to fame,
Jackie Wilson. and the
remarkable Big Mama
Thornton.
Johnny was also a

devoted father and
husband. So, for a while
he gave up the
and became a

Beatles appeared.- He

says: "They changed the
whole face and structUr'0
of the music business We
couldn't compete on their
terms, and many of us
were simply ou t of a Job."
Actually a guy as
-'resourceful as Johnny
Otis Is never out of a job.
Having invented a branch
of music, made hits.

touring
disc

jockey: His devotion paid
off .later
his son,
Shuggie Otis, Is rated one
of the top guitarists In the
Rock 'n' Roll business.
And his disajocking led
to a TV show and further

exposure for the man who
did so much to pioneer
rock In California.
'Willie And The Hand
Jive' came about because
of the aklffle craze ' in
Britain in the late 1950's.
Otis, like many others,
felt the cold blast of

"progress" when the

played other peoples'
hits, he did the natural born thing. He went into
politics! For a while he
was deputy for Senator
Mervyn Dymaily, of New
York.
But a good rocker can

never be counted -out for
good. He came In on the
start of the soul scene.
made a single featuring
his son. Shuggle and
mouth harp man Delmar
Evans, re
signed with
Columbia and had a R&B
hit . . , which led to more

touring.
By 1972 he'd done htá
first tour of Europe and
sparked off a revival fora

man

who'd been

was hailed

as

a

sensation.
Andhe still puts himself
abouton tour: Now he has
a Rhythm And Blues
Museum, which he touts
from city to .dty, and
shows off souvenirs of
days gone by.

fañEtibs

MANY readers write
for fan club
addresses that we've
started giving details of
how you can get in touch
with various fan clubs.
SO

in asking

If you run a fan club,
and would like to see
details of your particular

and

Information).

Spencer.. Walk.

SW15IPIe

ea,

London,

"Petula and Company"
(Magazine). 38. Elmley
Way, Margate. Kent

Fero: "Pet Projects" 30p
for catalogue. plus a 7p
stamp Service provided
to members supplying

organisation listed, Information, records,
please write e/o 32 tapes, photos, publicaStudley Drive, Red-

bridge, Ilford, Essex.
Readers who would like
to join any of the fan clubs
mentioned should write to
the address given, endow
Mg a stamped. self
addressed envelope

Ums and a Petula concert
ticket Ise rvice.
"Petula and Company"
magazine: 11.20 for five
magazines and membership. All new members

receive photos, fact
sheets and their first

magazine Frequent get.
togethers when members

PETULA CLARK: Th. can meet Pet, ComInternational Petuh petitions, group bookings

(lark

a

bandleader for 90 years,
He knows the hassles of
Rock 'n' Roll as well as
the triumphs. His appearance with his touring
production at the 1970
Monterey Jazz Festival

Pedeftyy

"Pet Projeeb"

at concerts and TV show
recordings

MATHIS Ar
prod atf ies Society.
2 Links
Road, Marpis.
JOHNNY

Cheshire. SKs 7NX

Secretarie.: Lesley and
Charlie Farneil.
Memberitdp lee: Info'
mutton only 75p per
annum. Full member"»
U. 50 per annum. 'Inlet
motion Only" mamba
receive brief news lade"
membership card, terse
photographs. Full mew
berm

receive

big

letters with members

correspondence and all
des Also members»
card and photograph
News letter eight ems
per year. Free pen. Offer

poster, stickers, pall
as available
Reception for menthe(
when Johnny le in td1
coon try
Ed

es, etc,
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!Queen: 'Their
was
-

pretty

low and one
!morale

thing I'm pretty
good at is
keeping up
people's morale'

How an ex -paper boy came to manage
WHEN ONE starts thinking of rock
managers whose names became as well known as those of the artists they looked
after, only a few names spring to Bind- The
First of the greats was undoubtedly Larry Ray
Parnes, 1H --e of the package tours, Mr.
"Parnes, Stuffings and Pence".
Then there was the tragic Brian Epstein
(Beatles), then the
outlandish Andrew Elton. John and, having drinks like a fib but it
"bring
Oldham (Rolling recently signed Queen, seldom Mom
Stones) and, getting could soon be handling Scottish I've a good

o

Fox-Cumming

-

nearer to the

the world's second anal
valuable rock property.

present, Tony De
He also manages Kevin
Fricv, the great Ayers, Bernie laupm and
Dee and is a director
Kiki
legal fix - it, who

masterminded
David Bowie's career until but
recently.

Powerful

of the Rocket Record
Company, whose biggest selling artist at present is

Nell Sedaka, although

he's only on the Rocket
label in the States. Only

recently Rocket turned
down an ex -Beadle (Ringo
Starr, though they realty
prefer not to say who)

Now we've got
to
Tam Paton, whose because,the according
deal offered
face as well as name Reid,
"wasn't realistic".
is known to every
Jahn Reid is a small,
Bay City Róllers neat
looking, quietly
(an, but the latest in spoken Scot. He looks
-

line

the

of super -

managers,

John

Reid, looks set to be
the most powerful
figure of the lot.
JOHN REID:

with Queen

Already he has the
world's number one rock
star moneyspinner In

younger than his 26 years
and his appearance isn't
al all what you'd expect of
a rock manager. His hair
Is short and tidy, he's
always dapperly dressed

(usually in

a

dark wits

and he has a set of
eyelashes Nat would be
Me envy of any girl He

capacity".
Hé s not sure whether
or mil be'a a natimaire-

"In

assets I suppose I
must be. but I'd be bard
put to find that much

:601ffilbliss
He's retain that what
ever (toe of badness he'd
been in. he would always
have Blade money. Even
as a nipper, he vas
coining it in "'bad three
paper rands and aainetines I'd pay other boys
lets than I was being paid
to do two of the minds for

Nowadays he enjoys
gambling "but only with
the odd hundred pundsI generally seem to win
Last time I gambled with
í100 and came away rah
L1.200. the dine before
I
that was even better
made L4.0011

-

-

Reid mein mast of as
childhood hi PaNdey sad
he left school
decided to study marten
engineering.
into dry in the arm was
b do with dripping in
seemed a good idea.'"
Eventually he a handmaid
his omse though and did
carious- MI loin?' Mikes
caning down to

bywhen

I.ml

9®rone M the record
Mutes asked me V I'd
Lae lo he a plugger' and I
said What's that' --

He get a job nisi win
and quickly became the
Motown label manages
at the incredibly young
age of M. '7 tend them I
was 27'. It was white he
was working for kIntrrwn
that he first met Elias
"He used to Come

-

creeping around Kin
(erecting

for

American

Limier Reid

moved In

work kw Dick Jaras, the
DJ of DJII, Klton's

record label, and whin he
left there It was to bemuse
llm'a manager. "R coat
a total gamble for both of
us, because I know
absolutely nothing about
E

rra.nagemerit- All we had
was mutual trust -

"I

Land.

wasn't an accvaam
or a lawyer or a

proven bu sin a asmaa
basically I
$d
record

perm If rd rev

You're the bong
(I've

always wanted to

sing)

by

John
L.

Watson
SRL

1137

FROM HIS NEW ALBUM
a

Let's Straighten
It

Out

1

I`
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Elton:

total gamble
for both of us...

t

All we had was

Elton John 8r Queen (amongst others)
of the only

petenttai du:asters that
mold have happened re
have been in trouble
After all. I was playing
around with a lot of
nvasry
All of his mistakes. he
soya. have fortunately
been little arse -'I like to
rrnke my decision as fast
as passable. but these
day? things ase more
complex flan they toed to

be and

Morale
One of the mistakes he
remembers most was the

decision to play the whole
of the ('.pthin Fantastic
album at Wembley last
Joe_ "We hew
was
wring the moment Ellin
had ~omitted himself.
butirtsas too late then
In some collective
dectilons he's been
overrui
and MID makes
no bones about saying
that he's right and the
majority were wrong if
that's the way he feels. "I
thought It was dead
wrong for KIM Dee's
records to go out under
Me name al the Kai Dee

t

-

Hand "

right to call a band
band when everybodya
equal part into the
With Elton Utouc Quern.
that b
dearly notthe case. The
-

band name la
ºulanorwr.

a

When you aligned

Quern. did you have any
were
aboutbwbecome'hey
'Igo, me a clue_ I liked
them and they liked me

there are and that was IL I
wndd¿ have

documents that need a lot
of poring over.

And what about Elton
going out as part of the
Elton John Rand?
'Same thing_ Dead
wring- To my mind it's

taken as
anybody else_ When they
cane. their morale was
pretty hoar and me thing I
do think rm pretty good
al is keeping up people's
morale. Ira very Hopo tast.
Freddie Mercury was
particularly venomous
towards his aid manage meat after he'd left them
and Ws an open secret
um that 'Night At the
Opera's' viadacs opener.
'Death On Two legs' was
his ~armed dart aimed
al you - know - who. Was
there any trouble over the
song as tar as Reid was

~seemed?
"Oh yes." he says with
a wry grin_ "For a few
days

letters and legal
things were flying back

and firth between the two
offices and it did get a bit

hairy, but it soon got
sated out and calmed

darn"

John Reid

was

a

1
stopped to thisuk

'It

is

now

Dearly in

posillon to
a rock
empire should he want to,
but he doesn't "I turned
down the Average White
a

build himself

Band not long ago.
because they'd have

required a lot of work and
I just didn't have the
time.
"As it is, I don't want to
go an living at thle pace
forever." He is obviously
a very busy man. As me
of his staff at Rocket
says: "Moat of us have a
working week that has a
beginning and an end, but

mutual

has plenty

of outside
Interests to keep him
occupied. "The music
business isn't the be all
and end all for me. "
One thing he has no
Intention of doing is
retiring to a life of luxury.
"I'm not that bothered
about possessions and
I've no ambitions to be
king of the castle.

"I'm really

.1

I

td

trust,

----a

I

quite

careful with money. I
don't throw it around on
buying expensive

`

I:
e

things

for myself. Elton and I
have this thing of trying
I don't think John's to outdo each other
with
conscious of weeks at all. presents (Elton
gave
Be just keeps on going. "
John an íe0,000 yacht for
Despite all the calla on his last birthday among
his Una and the various other things), but that Is
pressures of his job. Reid about all."
gives the impression of
being hardly unflappable
and having all the'tlme N
Elton and his manager
the raid_ As another are in no danger of taking
rocket employee says; each other loo seriously
"He doesn't waste time and each delights in
shill - shanying. You sending the other up. In
can always get a quick the middle of this
decialu, out of him."
interview, Elton rushes
Reid himself says he's into the room, fleeing
physically very lacy. from someone he's trying
"Although I'm a director to avoid elsewhere in the
or, WaUord Football Club building, and amid much
like Elton. I'm a very bad cackling at the thought of
sportsman. The only his manager doing an
thing I do like Is water - Interview yells: "What's
skiing and that's prob- it for, Woman's Own?"
ably because all you have
"Ile's totally Imposto do is stand there and sible," murmurs Reld at
hold in."
cavorting star's departWhen John does decide ing back, "whoever else
to slow things down, he would manage him?"

Impossible

L TON,/oHN
o

A les

ou won't'forget.
We're referring to the Kinks latest
album; what else?
"Schoolboys in Disgrace", it's a lesson'
you won't forget. Here are a few notable quotes
from the music press...

"Schoolboys in Disgrace" is, without any doubt, the
most impressive and enjoyable album that
Ray Davies has written and produced".
a beautifully sustained concept",
Melody Maker 3rd January 1976.
the most solid rock album the Kinks have made
since the sixties While adding credence to Davies
unquestionable worth as a songwriter
Sounds 13th December 1975.
If

you've done your homework you'll know

that the Kinks are schedüled for a major
British tour in February/March this year.
The Kinks.
A musical education.
Enrol now.
.

Kinks Tour Dates.
27'2 Exeter University, Exeter.
2912 Theatre Royal Drury Lane, London.
1s3
2 3

Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth

10 3

Cardiff University,Cardiff

Manchester Palace, Manchester
313 Southport Theatre, Southport
5 3 1ewcastle City Hall, Newcastle,
6'3 Lancaster University, Lancaster.
8 3 Bristol Colston Hall, Bristol.
Winter Gardens, Bournemouth.
9 3
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by Ray Fox -Cumming
out to be a stlft "
Now Steve and Cockney
Rebel are going out on the
road to promote their new

i

First there's a
British tour, followed by
Europe and Scandinavia,

opus

then back for a concert at
Wembley In April, then
straight off to the States,

I

Disaster
They've Just done one
tour of the States, playing
some gigs with the Kinks
and others on their own
"I was very surprised
when I carne home to find
that people here had read
In the Press that our US

tour was a disaster, No
way was that tour a
disaster. Anyone who
was al our gigs at the

i

ONE THING you will never see is Steve
Harley appearing on the Russell Harty
show, where most rock stars eventually get
their turn to sound off about whatever takes
their fancy.
"I was supposed to do the Russell Harty
show when 'Make Me Smile' was at number
one," said Steve. "There was going to be us
doing the song, then an Interview.
However, they rang me up the day after it
was recorded and said they weren't going to
use the

Britain

very angry. Anyway I
told them 'no Interview,
no song,' hut they went

ahead and used the song
anyway, despite threats
from me that I'd break
their heads in legally,
physically and verbal-

Later on, Harley

calmed down and talked
about the reviews he'd
Just read of his new album
of
'Timeless Flight

-

"I

can't

"People are always
me that I'm

felling

it,"
never

"I

expected good reviews. I
thought with this one I'd
have to fight harder than

every before."
In contrast to 'The Best
Years Of Our Lives,'
which was made very fast
considerable

and under

pressure, 'Timeless
Flight' was a

less rushed

operation

"It

look about

three
months altogether and so
much hard work went into

-

bad.

believe

says he.

be-

got '10.000 advance orders
for the album without a
that can't be
hit single

which all, bar one, were
gond,

slipping

Ls

cause he hasn't had a hit
single for a while "We've

Interview."

Why. was your language bad?
"No, I'm OK on things
but I did gel
like that.

'

V

Bottom Line or The Roxy
can tell you that "
Steve's full of optimism
as far as America's
concerned and not In the
least worried by people
who say that his status in

that, as far as I'm
concerned, It has to be the
best I've done so far. "
Looking at some of the
tracks, the opener, 'Red
Is A Mean Mean Colour',
was not reckoned to be
one of the highlights by
most reviewers.
"Apparently," says
It

Steve,

"I

..,..

haven't

achieved what I set out to
with that one. People say
winded
It's got a long
lyric, but really I was as
explicit as I could be
When it started out, It had
to verses and I edited it
down drastically. It's
about the concept of a
Communist and you can't
sum up a roan in one
sentence forChrissakes "
Over to side two and

'Black Or White'. the

controversial single that
came out before Christmas and failed to
penetrate the charts.
tome people have said
that it's a load of self
-

indulgent rubbish,

a

minority love it. but Steve

"I knew
either going

it was
go be
or
top three
massive
a complete stiff. It turned
says

-

-

mak log mistakes all the
time. hut, as far as I'm
concerned, I've only ever
made one big mistake and
that was to play Crystal
Palace It all boils down
to the fact that I can't go
on and do a good show in
broad daylight with a 50
;aril hole between me and
the
I

audience""
larley and his men will

soon he seen In cinemas
around the country In a
half - hour B - feature

movie called 'Between
The Lines.'

Are you pleased with It?
"Of course I am. I had e
lot of control over It. I.
keep a very tight rein on
most things."
Will you now carry rm
with the pattern of one
albu m a year?
"We don't do only one
album a year. You only
say there's a pattern
because It's a year from
the previous one to
'Timeless Flight ' In fad
I've done four albums In
something like two - and a -half years.
"There could he another one in three months.
No. on second thoughts
there couldn't, but I have
got plenty of material. At
maybe for
some point
I'd like to
the next nne
do a double album, halt of
it live recordings of songs

--

from the first

album.. the rest

four

a

new

studio album.
"Since It's cheaper to
make a live album that a
studio one, the cost of the
whole thing would be less
than usual for a double
album.

Cheap
"I'd

never rip the fans
off. but on the other hand
you must never make an
album too cheap. because
then it's like trying to give
away pound notes in the
you don't get any
street

-

takers "

And a final word on

Mr

Harty. Mr Harley?

"There's not a cat In
hell's chance that I would
ever appear on that

programme When I'm
big enough and famous
enough, which I'm not
'yell to goon Parkinson's
programme, I would, but

the other man
NEV ER!"

-

nems

SINGLE RELE/1S1 'N

MI= AVAILABLE NOW

;:;'í1F PARADISE, IS)HALF:AS NICE'
.

.

Ekl'CORNE
Featuring
I

I

Andy Fairweather Low

'

.

.....fa~4

-

-^

NMI

,
ti

'

and his group, Amen Corner,
From Mr Booga Róoga himself, Andy Fairweather Low, the classic single that gave him
Fairweather Low and Shel Tafmy.
their first No. 1 with their first Immediate single. Produced by Andy

nEms)
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People like me and People like you'
is the tide of the fabulous GUTTER
BAND's new hit

'ListenToThe Band' the Gluier Bendy row album OUT NOW on
Bells259
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then; Scott's still

prophesying impending
He carried on
expecting it right through

DJ-.:.,,

his successful solo career
after -the group split up
until, eventually, In a
welter of despair, dis.
.

'

because all, three of them
happened to be in the
same place at the same

time.
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Illusionmeht and self doubts, he quit cornpletely.
The return of the
Walker Brothers last year

came about 'simply

Interview s with

.

the_

doom..

l

-Fox-Cumming
1!er

-

group's main spokesman
and he's atilt as much a
pessimist as everpe was.
Even .in the .halycon
days of 1965 and' 1968
when the Walkers eu
joyed number one hit
singles, Scott was always

Best,ShigetPLUS;

Ray

Surprisingly though, little has changed over the
years. True, they all have less hair than they used to,
trt1Y' QRR'a' to do with - scissors and the -dictates
long we didn't have the
of fashion rather than the
first idea about how to go
natural loss that Increasaboutpromoting a single.
ing years bring;- they are
"I realised from the
all -still as lean and lithe
start that if 'No Regrets'
as_ they were way back
was to be
hit, it would

:you Voted

Best

by

WELL THERE are comebacks and
comebacks, but few groups have waited as
long as the Walker Brothers before making
one. When 'No Regrets' was released last
itiltugm it was -almost nine years to- the
week s(nee they'd last had a single in the

says
Scott, ina pull we both
used In Hampstead and
we -got around to talking
met

John",

about getting together
again. Then we talked to Cary, who was working in
London, and decided to do
one album and just see
how thing's went after.

wards
"When we made the
album, everything was
against us. We used three
different studios and in
each, when we came to do
the dinging, machines
broke down. I began to
think we were jinxed and
had very serious doubts
about the whole thing.

a

need a -lot

or airplay.

o

i

I

It's six minutes
long and it's not an
obvious six minute single
In the way that the Queen
mean,

57

one was.

"Now that the' single

has made it and we've got

through the first album. I
think we can continue
together Indefinitely . , ,
provided thert are no
disasters "
Like what'
"Oh I don't know," he
laughs, "but disasters are
always possible "

-

'

-

Touring
Barring disasters, the
year ahead Is mapped out
quite

a

long way affead

will

If

-

touring, but
We'll
probably start out in.the
_Far. East, which was
always big for us and now
seems a pretty safe place
We

be

not here. at first.

to

start

'

What size band will you
be using?

"Seven.people I should,

think, with

a

string

section sometimes."
Will you be playing the

old Walker Brothers'
málerial as well as the
new?

"Yes, some of it. After
all we can sing It a lot
better today than we used
to and I think people will
feel It's nice to hear some
of those old songs again.
We should be touripg
Alain, In the late
.
Summer and by that time
we'll
have a second group
It
"'Anyway, eventually
.out. We've ,got
got finished and we album
most
of the material for it
the
to
goods
delivered the
"
already.
record Company. We
There are aisoplanslor didn't choose the single,
:they did. They asked me each of the three Walkers
to make solo albums. "I'll
to remix 'No Regrets' for
be rioing mine in June,"
a single putting on John's
says Scott -Arid doing a
that's
so
and
voice
solo tour?
what I did_"
can't stand
"No
the
before
It was ages
single began to sell In any doing my own stuff in
enjoyed
I
never
public.
early
the
but
In
quantity,
going out alone, but with
weeks oL its release the
"different
it's
the
others
promotion
no
did
group
Scott reckons that,
work on it aJ ails Were
from
material
that
the
using
confident
that
they
the album already out
the record would make it
and the next one, they'll
on its own'
'of a
"No, being the pessim- have the makings show.
well - balanced
ist I am. I think I'd given
ballad
basically
'
We
are
.IL up Rs lost. but I've a
feeling the other two singers, but It's possible
remained fairly Con- that the 'No Regrets'
album is a bit ballad fident.
"The reason we didn't heavy. The next one,
promote It at first was however," he grins, "is
that we'd been away so going to be really rutty

Remix -'

-

1

_
WALKER BROS: IL fo R) Scott' Gary, John
I
ever got to was a.
Volkeswagen and a Mini
and a one room flat In St.
John's Wood.
Was lack of money one
of the reasons for coming

'Right now
I've got 'a

back then?

"No, all the credit for
getting me going ,again
goes to Iwo journalists.

record 'in

produce records

.

ass

again and

do

for'

artists ñutside the group.

"I've

got a couple of
people In mind already.
While we're on the subject
of production, -I got all the

credit for producing our
album, so I'd like you to
mention that Geoff Calvert co-produced IL with
me, because he did Just as

They wrote pieces on me
some time ago and what - much work
they said about me 'call so
accurate that they really
helped me get up off my

the charts
and -I'm

-

colt as 1 did. "

Chansons

_
somethng."
As far as Scott's own
put, going back to solo album is Concerned,
at
no
good
are
you
fans should not expect
old
money,
-the business side of any of the Jaques Brel
numbers with which he
things?'"Lousy"
was so much assollated In
And what about the
his solo work before.
We've got a lot of good others?
"Well John was han"I'm not that Interested
.hooks.'
before.
business
In Brel anymore, In fact
the
dling
-alwayshave
People
I'm not Into chansons at
so he's got to be really
- presumed that -since Scott
all. You know, back In
was .able to retire from terrible "
Apart from appeasing those days the record
' music for so long, he must
the taxman m the near company was always
have made a lot of money
a
scared that I'd come up
out 'of the Walker future, Scott's got
Brothers' first successes couple of personal long. with something too
to
to
return
heavy Now Lean do more
is
One
brigs.
and his own solo albums
his native America He's or less what I like. For
and singles.
example. songs like
for
11
years
exile
been
an
"It's not true though,"
'Jackie' (a big hit single
for a number of reasons,
he says. "In fact, right
for him In ts6Si wouldn't
most
Important
of
the
two
in
now I've got a record
being thaLhe might have be banned by the BBC
the charts and I'm broke.
today as that one was
for
the
drafted
got
the
keep
I've had to
Vietnam War and be- then
taxman patiently walling
stom"You know," he muses
couldn't
he
cause
been
for years and that's
ach President Nixon's thinking back on old
one of my main worries I
times, "I believe I was the
administration.
of
a
lot
amassed
never
"When that sucker got first singer to get labelled
bread."
into office, I rang up all with pretentlon. It's a
Were you never in the
great, comfort," he adds
my family and warned
mansion and two Rolls sardonically, "to sex how
them what things were
Royce bracket even when
many others have been
I
just
like.
be
to
there were all those going
told they're pretentious
knew, "
massive hits?
Is
to
since then!"
ambition
The
"No, honestly. The best

.broker

'

r

r

O

ke

.G

b
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AT THE dawn of the

Sixties, Sunday

newspapers regaled anxious parexits In
Pinner, Penge and Putney with lurid tales
of the goings on at a teenage club situated
among the strip clubs and Chinese
restaurants 'at the sleasy end of Soho's
Wardóur Street.
There were, they revealed, dark,alcovés
where unspeakable fumblings went on.
Why, the club had even had mattresses on
the floor, and the beverages were Often
stronger than mere Coke or lemonade.
es

It

outrage depending on the

reader's moral stand

point, and It led to an
outcry from the more
con sery alive elements
which eventually led to
regular pollee raids on
that, and other similar
haunts.

Squalor

_nomenon happening
there, to the bewilderment of the older

'Matkotwhlte. '
- ..
spread...59 did the difcss .. .,..wy-the,nllSlxUes the
moverperU ad dread
"Even 'the vast Mecca
de

EY
l

-

followed by London's
Scene, Flamingo, and
Tiles, and Manchester's
Twisted Wheel, gives the
clue to the trend's actual
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pioneer disco, swiftly

o

1

ia

countless hours of harmless fun to kids around the
world In the years to come
the birth of the disco.
The very name -of that

.

r

ü..,

-

'f

by¡

As the mod phenornerte

.

genera ton, was not the
supposed ultimate squalor of the promiscuous
society
but the
awakening of a scene
which was to give

l

devtied on thlf spot
lhenvelvea.

'

.

La Discotheque. and the phe

Q

s1

-

I

was called

.

.I

,

The place In question

'

-

-

THE

"ICIrbrFan(ed to dance,.
It was the beat of black
music they lover. 1'mnd
saying, they were dedlsated soul fans as such lot of them probably
neyer_eVeA 4ofsldered
thisaTvhethdf.'the -a Mats
were dandng tq were

weekly. -so the
,.tn"dancesehanged with
them. These included The
Madison, the Locomotldn,
the
d'te``EBlock, the Swlir4
some imported
Dog
from the States and Some
almost

--

a tale
titillate or

to

n,4,

ti,) -.11

gAt MnwT4e --- god. the
-'.dance.haBs.the Palals
Dante. 'once dominated - time wadd right for the
great Motown exploslnn.
by. tuxedo-wearing realdent bonds, began to rely
Alan Sword: 'But still ..
birth In France a couple'
-+ritt'tt+e
records
on
-re/alive Sark 'di
Increasingly
of years earlier.
Amerfc nn soul radio "and TV exposure,
blalí
There was nothing new
t -r
'Ready
_ -rerords at thnt.
Go' apart,
Steady
about dance'eefues using.
One.'eif. i,he Pioneer .fi lot,of the rood popudat
is
records, but previously It.
I.
dancB-hall
club,,
aarttists_
the
of.the
>n
like
dee Jeys
-4314,.
had been to till time while
I 4
disco scene 'woe Alan-` tit is R.eddtn q,Wllson
the band of the night took
Pickett;'' and ska artist.
Sword, who was then
a break. What was new
_,P.gi,
Ilford
, res ent at the
teater,'too,tauld.
C °q,
n
about the discos was the
"on
, Pedalsln East t.ondon.'
yp, the
P IC
records, usually Imported
"When 1 first started"°teaslonal lMinor hit
American soul music.
a
was
It
their
despite
popularity,
there
working
-The 'trod" era saw
dance band acme -most- -That was -es down to the
discos-flourlth and many
resistance shown towards
nights with records-Inthe
of the club deetayslike
those black music by the
Interval. And
Guy Stevens, resident al
'Si .
records were straight out. -industry In genera, - the
the Scene, built star
ye .y
of the British pop charts. . BBC In particular.'.
reputations of their own,
Flower power, psye
usually out of their ability
But within a year we
changed things to 90 per chedella and acid rock,
to dig up new and exciting
y
_
sounds.
_cent black American. T e,, however, -set, back the
It was Stevens who
only reacxcaptions being -'Seemingly. lmmlnlftd
masterminded the Sue
il
- :3.`1;iSW-'g
the Beach Boys, the. breakthrough to_ptass
acceptance of soul music.
label for Island Records,
Stones and the Four
bringing a whole welter of
Seasons_
Instead of dancing, a lot
° obscure US soul records
.."MoaF of<'lbc'retbeds . of the kids just wanted to:...
by artists previously
were obscure things a lot. sit -rouhd, fiddling'. with
_
unheard of, over here like
*
-' "pf igues stuff eVen by'' t h e r bead s, co n`I
Blydlegs and Pauline,
people like John Lee templating their navels Jimmy McGritt and Bob - CHRIS FARLOWE,in_ the early days of discos (note the price of admission
Hooker and HowM' Wolf.
and; listening to" freak y
_
and Earl, whose 'Harlem
on the postérr)
But the way the kids went guitar solos.
'
Shuffle'. remains a disco
Sadly for_ at ut the_
mad over ahem --slid
favourite to this day..
Fame and the,. Bluel of 'the. -many_ 'black blue -beat, which 'even- proved that, .given fair media followed this new
Those, early discos Pfarn s, ChrlirFarlowé Amerl can GIs who tuallyevcivedlnto reggae exposure in the radio,. line and the real truth Is
spurred.on by the and the Thunderbirds, frequented them. The
hlael. music_ cQulF1 have -.that while rock became a
D a n c e "c r aa e s
emergence of British
also brought the twist West Indian community
abqunded_,..Just as mod been. evetr-Jigger ,than . big morergent, It didn't,
R&B groups like Gebrgie craze to the UK, courtesy .did the same for aka, or - feshlon styles changed than It !stodgy.
---as the Media would lave

was all

designed

Part 2

Sound Of Soul
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Kevin
Allen
uing strong following Soul scene, which had its
meant that In 199$ almost
early roots In the old
a third of all Top 30
Twisted Wheel days in
singles for the yea'. were Manchester, burst forth
by black Americans.
and provided added
It was largely the dance Impetus.
halls who kept all this
Two quite distinct
going, the Meccas and
soul scenes emerged.
Top Ranks, After the
One, based largely In the
Initial boom, many of the North and Midlands,
discos had fallen on hard concentrated on obscure,
times,, elthet switching to
usually non UK -released
live acts or closing down.
It was the eventual
excesses of rock which'
drove erstwhile fans to
look In new directions and

s

eventually returned to
their fRsl love, taking a
host of revived midSlxties Motown oldies

and

Pears,

boom

Dangers
dedicated soul fans, there
are Inherent dangers.

Lr1

Most people who go to
discos are regarding soul
aP

as

4.--

which had

been 100 per cent
thep switched to
rock have now returned to
'Once

soul,

mainly soul.

Return

/

The stage was now set
for the full-scale return of

you believe,

underground but -no

sweep soul

away
John

Marshall, then
with Tamla Motown,
recalls "Sales of Motown
records have 'gone up
every single year since

the label was given its
own identity -here bacit in

Soul might have gone

thanks to the media Its
grip on the singles charts
got stronger and stronger.

While rock freaks

bought their albums into
the charts, soul's contln-

the disco. The sheer
economics involved In
keeping a band on the
road was pushing the
price of live acts beyond
the means of many of the
smaller clubs, and the
obvious answer was to rip
out the stage to give more
dance space and install a
deejay
Soul started spreading
beyond the clubs and
ballrooms. The Northern

they were "keep faith"
fans, but simply because
it happened to be the hest
dance music of the
moment
Gloria Gaynor and the
hi -hat swish -swish of the
New York beat. the sheer
of George
'Rockjoy Your Baby' andthe
harmless good tun of Carl
Douglas's 'Kung Fu
Fighting' proved the
catalyst for the new disco

However, for the

Wellington and Apples

Fighting'

-

,F{

back Into the charts for
the second time around in
the 1970-72 era.
Disco pubs like Bermondsey's famed Lord

CARL
DOUGLAS:
harmless
fun with
'Kung Fu

oldies with a neo -Motown
stomp -stomp beat. The
other, largely in the South
pounded out funk.
But whilst these two
movements got all the
publicity, real soul was a
far less dedicated affair.
Ordinary kids in ordinary
clubs up and down the
country were dancing to
soul music
not because

t

straight 'pop' music

-

and buying records in the
same way. Their tastes
are fickle, and, Just as
their tastes changed in
the Sixties, It could easily
and quickly swing away
from soul once again.
If that doesn't happen,
It will rest on the
shoulders of the people
produdng soul music to

think

e

hard about the
decreasingly soulful con
tent of today's records.
Hopefully, though, the
club deejays, who carry a

.

large responsibility in
moulding public tastes,
will help avoid such a

reversal for soul music by
programming a wider
variety of -black music.
The public like variety
and the word 'disco'
needn't -mean sameness.
GEORGIE FAME: an

instigator of British R&B.

Turn to next page

YOU'VE HAD ME SUMA... YOU'VE HAD THE TWIST.. NOW DON'TM/SS...
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It .was the affable Greg who
masterminded the breakthrough of the
Philadelphia International label in this
country during his time with CBS.

Radio from 8 pm
every Saturday.

. 10

pm

Though radio work

takes up most of his time,
Greg is also hip to the
discos, with a residency
at Oxford Street's 100
Club every Thursday,
and various appearances
elsewhere.

believe the

heartaches

1

because that's where
they'll hear the records
they like, the things they

want to dance to.
"Before the discos got
big, music was aimed at
getting BBC plays, now
its aimed at being good
for dancing to, but the
people at the Beeb don't
understand that.

"If it wasn't for the
discos, the people would
never hear half the trout

records which are making It, Soul accounts for
nearly 50 per cent of this
week's pop chart, and yet

"Why should they

question the listeners'
motives? They should
give them what they
remember years
want.

it Only gets about 10 per
cent of the radio air
time.
'The trouble Is. that the
BBC are so out of touch.

1

I was trying to
promote an album I really
loved but nobody else

ago

simply aren't

playing what the kids
want to hear. You

liked.

Then at

a

, 'va

Andy,

a

"Trans -

planted" Southerner, appears regu-

See KLEINTEX

SOUL
PICK -A -PATCHES
on

Page 35

(Market Place)

records could
kill the
whole thing.'
The soul
producers
have got to

eventually it was only the
Mecca ballrooms and a

The discos are muting
new, though. I remember
how big they were when I
was up In Manchester bn
the mid 'Sbitles but most

of them died and
few

Pf

n

blossomed and more
clubs opened in London
last year than in the

previous five years. Now
guys like Roger Scott,

Rosko and myseU have no

shortage of work,

Caring

T

GREG EDWARDS.

university

I
found a
student who had the
record and said he played

It a lot, but only because It
helped him doze oat
"1 was annoyed until a
guy at the Company said,
'So what's It matter, as
long as it does something
and he was
for him"

-

right.
"Discos are serving
that role OK,

a

lot of kids

aren't deeply interested
in the music for Its own
value, it's just something
to dance to but, as I say,
does that matter?

"The 100 Club Is a live
extension of my Soul
Spectrum radio show. All
that's there is the bar and
a dance floor. No soft
lights, no tables with
candles, no sophistication The kids" just

Saville's Club.

before.

come there to dance and
they pack the place from
8.30 prdto lam."
Greg feels Soul Spectrum and slmilnrshows on

They like the

show because

thing different.

it's some-

"1 took a cab the other

night and the driver told

the other commercial
stations have helped the
disco boom: "Lots of
people listen who were
never 'into soul music

me he'd always thought
soul was Just the music
you hear In Brixton. One
day he turned on the radio
and 'Sou) Spectrum'. was

"The whole thing Is
totally in the hands of the
disco managers and
deejays. If they stop
caring then people will
leave. Too many dubs
now are all playing the
same kinds of records.
All you hear Is a different
voice over the same
rhythm. The specially
created disco records,
could kW the whole thing.
They're hardly making
music any more. the soul
producers have got to
become creative and use
their Imagination again,
And the deejays have got
to start looking for and

pushing the
sounds.

unusual

"The club owners have
a responsibility too. One
guy got rid of soul
because he said It was

attracting too many
blacks!"

Impact, the American
soul charts are saturated
with the stuff. Sadly
1

though the soulful element is going out of It.
especially now they're
churning out computerised versions of old
standards. Someone will
go and tackle the !1812'
Overture' next. just watt
and see!

it-41

t9

"These things like

'Baby Face' are fantastic
records, great produc-

1a.

pbwer of the discos

tions, really profes-

because I reckon radio Is
sUll far more Important.
Back in the days of the
Twisted- Wheel, the big

"Discos have long been disco records rarely
Made the charts despite
Important, but it's only
lately that this Impor- the popularlly of the
tance has been recogni- clubs.
"What's happening
sed.
The record cornI
panles left It awfully late now Is that is radio
mean
the local comto get involved with the
mercials, not the Beeb
club scene," says Andy.
"Ten year's ago the and the clubs are working
discos were a major hand - In - hand to
influence on the public's promote soul the way It
record buying habits, but should have been handled
In those days It was all along
"There's an awful lot of
almost Impossible for a
club deejay to get onto soul in Piccadilly's
any of the mailing lists for Charts,:' boasted Andy,
advance promotional
and It's easy to see why.
copies of discs. Now all Apart from -the Btu hours
the record companies of Soul Train, soul is
have disco departments
played heavily on our
and teams of guys out on other shows. It -gels
the road,
maximum exposure.
"Go into Slack Alice's
"We often get onto
now and there isn't a
records before the club
night when someone or deejays, that's the whole
other from a record object of our station, to be
first with a sound. In fact,
company doesn't call tn.
"Still, 1 think you can 'a lot of the club jocks get
over - emphasise the onto records through

-

Ilttle exclusive

class
psuedo middle
places which kept the
disco thing going.
"The clubs came back
strong because the kind of
soul music which has
been coming out for the
past couple of years has
been so dance orientated.
The disco scene really has

nagain9,
or

ANDY PEEBLES' Soul Trairi show, larly at Sands in
beamed over Manchester's Piccadilly Stretford and at
Radio commercial station on Fridays and George Best's new

Sundays, has had an enormous impact on
Manchester's position as a hot spot of soul
in this country.
In the heart of through its myriad
Northern Sounds' discos, youth clubs
county Manches- and cabaret spot.

'The specially
created disco

imaginat ion

fk`

-

listener.

use -their

Andy's non-stop
Soul Train
ter has also long
favoured funk and
commercla' soul

:o

a

I

should be.
Kids don't get up out of
their houses for nothing,
They go to the discus

Records

They

wouldn't

r

first tried to get them to
play Phllly records.
Three Beeb producers
recently told a friend of
mine that they were sick
Of disco records and
didn't want to play them,
but that's not how it

releases over Capital

be

bothered, he left It on and
found he dug the music
so now he's a regular

GREG EDWARDS, a hip black American
deejay, says: "There aren't enough black
here to put a soul record In the charts. It's
the white kids who make hits of 'em". And
he knows what he's talking about.

had when

',1'
on. He was gonna turn it

Greg's hip
to discos

Now he's familiar to
London soul fans as the
host of Soul Spectrum
which airs the latest hot
US sounds and UK

//.11

h

-

sionally done, but soulful? no way.
"Still, there's a good
side to It all The nonstop
dance format Is what the
kids In the clubs want, it
keeps them on their feet,
enjoying themselves.
And the Gloria Gaynor

-

ANDY PEEBLES' ""There's an awful

Piccadilly."

hearing them as Soul
Train. They repay the

compliment by pulling

-J

lot of sou/ in

me onto other records.

"Disco soul has obvlously had an enormous

concept of a 16 -minute
never -let-up extendel disco version makes the
deejay's job easier."

NEXT WEEK
SOUND OF SOUL PART

3

THE FUTURE OF SOUL
Don't miss it

of

- order your copy

RECORD MIRROR & DISC NOW!
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t. nsa
. ts
Sam Cooke sawhim&signed him
immediately. He wrote & recorded
dr`

"It'sAllOverNow'"
The Rolling Stories
covered it and had their
first American hit.
Over the years he's
written for and played
with everyone from
Ray Charles to
Rod Stewart to
Janis Joplin. Now he has
delivered an album that
demands everyone's
attention.
-

"SafetyZoné"
BobbyWomack at
his best

L11
L(1U)

"IS

RECOFC6

on United Artists
Records &Tapes
UÁG 29907
cavaCK 299071

.
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606

..

wspins

but hitherto

UO
STATUS QUO: 'Rain'
(Vertigo 8w.9133). Every me knows what to expect
of a Status Quo single,
and unlike many groups
of similar stature the Quo
deliver the goods every
time. Good rockin' get - it
- on -and- don't - forget .
to - boogie raunch and
roil JH PICK
LOUIS JORDAN:

'(loo

Cbm(Ai' Itm¢ieV'I Want
You To Ito My Baby'
(MCA 2228)- Amazing!

Partly instigated

by

yours truly, here's the
arly rocldn jazz corn-

- year - old boogie woogie classic (even Bill
Haley couldn't better it),
just In time to catch all
you jltterbuggers. Try It,
you'll Ilke It! 1953 Rip's
frantic too. JH PICK

Do's 30

iIt.'s

1

unreleased

air - checks of Miller's
broadcasts from such
romantic spots as the
Glen Island Casino, many
complete with dialogue to
help set the authentic
period atmosphere. What
timing! JH PICK

IIF.NI/Y BUCKLEY:

'Woman (I'm In Love
With You') (Tropical AL
0514). Extremely pow.
erful, this pretty and only
slightly reggaefled thumper is pushed along by a
great bouncy beat that's

absolutely right for

today's dancers. Should
be the label's second hit.
JH PICK -

TOBY: 'So Good (1 liad
To Came Rack For-More)'
(Itak 229). With a solidly
stomping clap rhythm
'and chanted lyrics, this
dead simple and so
effective Pop - Funker

sounds like another
smash for buckle Most

Shades

Groove,

of

prepared!

New

York

guys, so

be

DAVID BOWIE: 'Station
To Station' / 'Golden
Years' / 'Stay' ('Station
>ro Station' LI', RCA

Al'LI

/. QUO.
deliver
the goods

1327). Bowie
obviously goes to discos
when in New York, as the
-

un bliss, this double
album contains nothing
I

Larry Page, it combines a
fast and a slower hdstler,
sung by squeaky - voiced
soulful Four Seasons ish

fritas.

Áus

VAMB(I: 'Sunny' (Mon
uno Gringo MG 14003).
This great disco treatment by a jazzy bunch of

Latin instrumentalists

has been copied vocally
but somehow less freshly
by the tune's originator,
Bobby Hebb (Laurie LR
3638), who's actually lost
the chart race this time

around

WITE GROUP:
'Theme From A Sumner
Place' (Cenpro URN
45007). Probably the
Thames original disco
treatment. this Is much
foster than Percy Faith
and has the melody
carried by synthesizer
awl soprani sax over
frantic rhythm.
JON

(When It's Over)' (Co'

lumhia 3-10272). 'Hard to

believe, but Barbra sings
Holland - Dozier Flatland

loan archetypal cymbal -

sizzling hustle hacking,
and getting Soul radio
plays! Still, she's better

than Bette Midler's
unfortunately flat and

draggy disco version of
'Strangers In The Night'.

IIANK CRAWFORD: 'I
Hear A Symphony'. / 'I'll
Move Voul%o Mountains'
('1 Hear .4 Symphony'
1.1', Mode KU 28). The

jazz seaman goes
blatantly disco

Creed Taylor

-

on these
produced

rhythmic hustlers,

title

;:,

CROWN HEIGHTS AFFAIR: 'Every Beat Of

My Heart' (Polydor
2001023). Originally
unimpressed by this

l

1

2
3

li

i.

features Incredible

phased cymbal hissing
that cuts through every.

s

-

1

thing.

DE ItLANC: 'Oh No, Not
My Baby' (Arista 35). A

Chris Hill fave for

STARRY NIGHT
i1

-

hustler with mind

boggling scat vocal noises
from Miss Dudziak, well
worth Investigation!

track of course being the
Supremes' oldie. Eric
Gale plays guitar, as he
did on Van McCoy's
original 'Hustle'.

JEFF EVANS: 'I'll Be
Seeing inu',(Grondstand

AT"

AMERICA'S

DISCO FORUM
"DISCO 76", the

First International

III( 1111). The old tear
jerking nostalgic war-

Disco Fbrum,organ=
used by Billboard

really works!

Wardlow at New

TIIF: PEARLS: 'I'll See
You In My Dreams'

Roosevelt Hotel on
January 20-23, was a

-

horse is anblher unlikely
oldie to go disco, but It

(Private Stock PVT

1140). The British beauties are right in -the NY
disco groove on their
romping ,revival of yet
another lovely oldie.

'

9W.R1t,Ñ
C

magazine's Bill

14.

York's midtown

star

affair,

-

-

Crewe,- Norman

HAMILTON BOHANAN

(MCA)
KING PORTER STOMP, Benny Goodman LP
(RCA)
CHANGE (MAKES YOU WANT TO HUSTLE),
Dm aid Byrd LP ( Blue Note)
HAPPY MUSIC. Bbackby ran (Fantasy)
LETS GROOVE. Archie Bell A the Deena LP (US
TSOP)
BREAKERS
UNION MAN, Cote Bros LP ( Asylum)
SLICK EDDIE, Sonny Stitt LP (US Cadet)
I'M NOT IN LOVE. Dee Dee Sharp LP (US TSOP )

Bimbo Jet , the Reflections. the Salsoul Orchestra the Trammps, Crown
Heights Affair and Gloria
Gaynor.
Amongst the observers
were Hamilton Bohannon, Jeanne Burton,
Tamiko Jones. Jonathan
King. Capitol Records'
Jac M almone and a whole

host of other record

company executives_ And
then there were several
hundred disco dee - jays
and assorted club owners.

equipment manufac-

turers and record plug -

gem
It's doubtful whether
the Forum spread as
many 'Ideas amongst all
the participants as

Bill

Wardlow originally hoped
It would. Many panel

also teach their audiences
the latest dances.

of (I20 to (750 and more
made everyone gasp.

There is

Li

a.
t

certain

audlence's tastes and
supply only. the current
"disco" style of programming. but they do
Having stall only just
scraped the surface, it

looks like I'd better
contrive with more ...boat

Dies 76 yet again next
week (when I pnwnme the
Di l lot Line will return as
well).

star lip

r.

AMONGST SEVERAL suggestions from
c

sessions got hogged down
with the recurrent (and
predictable) pleas from
especially from the
Mid - West
for free

-

promotional demo

records.
However: the Fonim
was 'immensely reward
man
ing (in a man
and it was

-

a

about many Fast and
West (toast mobile jocks
who refuse to bend to their

SIRENT NIGHT!

VAN McCOY

Ws-

LABELLE

Mobile Disco session.
- established mobile
DJs seem to command
much higher fees in
America than here, (120

upwards being quite
normal, although an
Atlanta disco firm's rate

Speakers Included
Van McCoy, Bob

-

r

aggresslvé arrogance

Well

studded

.

5.1"

through talking amongst
their fellow kind outside
the main assembly room
that most Ms must have
swapped Ideas.
In fad widely acknowledged as one of the best
Forum sessions was the

PerformersIncluded

9
10

1

Mi
.4h(

pany Heads.

x

BARBRA STREISAND

s'

ey

Harris, LaBelle, and
many record com-

7

Ms

n

y

V

-

Following last week's New York disco chart compiled
by Ales Kabbai, this week's comes from Renta Santa
star and jitterbugging champion, CHRIS HILL
nmainly because I haven't had a chance to try ail my
own New York goodies Ina dancing situation yet.
I
INSIDE AMERICA, .1 uggy Jones (mntempo )
2
MOVIN'/CHANGIN', Brass Construction LP (US
BA)
3
SPANISH BUSTLE. Fatback Band LP (US Event)
4
I LOVE MUSIC, O'.lays (Phila Int)
5 LiT% !NAME A BABI',Biily Paul LP (Phila Int)
8
WOODCHOPPER'S BALL,' Woody Herman

y

-

1

up to the
superlative 'Dreaming A
Dream', I now love it
having heard and
above all
seen it in
context. The group are
excitingly visual, never
staying still for more than
a moment, while this
happily building romper

-

(

-I

-

follow

BARBIRA STREISAND:
'Shake Me, Wake Me

-2

íJ-

t

last third or so of pie title
track Ithe "It's too late'
part) Is pure NY husUe!
'Stay' Is more In the
'Fame' bag and the other
, you know. JH PICK

-

/11

e,

STATUS

GLENN MILLER:
months, this hustling
'MooUght Serenade' / 'LOVING INFLUENCE: treatment of the Maxine
'Sunrise Serenade' / 'Let Me Makc You A Brown oldie Is a happy
'Tuxedo Junction' / Woman' / 'I'm Booked On bouncer u nth hit chances.
'Pennsylvania 6.5000' / You' (I'enny Farthing JH PICK
'Sentimental Me' / 'In PEN 907, through I'ye).
UItSZU1.A DUDZI AK:
The Mood' /'Qlattannugu Surprisingly good double
'Papaya' (Arista 31).
slde'r, produced by
(Lm (Aim' / 'I've Got A
Wukka
wukking fast
(.al In Kalamazoo' ('A
Legendary Performer'
LP, RCA DI'M was).

,

to

-

Jimmy Mack (Backstreet Roadsow,
Sheffield), one In particular stands out.
Jimmy has built a siren into his console
which he sounds before aanounciag
orders", "Time" and "Drink up "

"lit

As well as scaring the hell out of everyone it makes
sure than they hear, and also mpresses the landlord
who employ him- By announcing "Lull Orders" on
Mile and without having in be told. Jimmy so
Impressed one landlord in tad that he te new
recommended to everyone who books the rub's roan- I
hope your watch never rune
Jim
-

justtaut.
ta,

b
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PRESS TIMES

- 807 9149,
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 807 9149,
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 807 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 807 9149.

-

-

- 8079149.

sotmda Ina-edibÍe.

807

9149.

BOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

INC.VAT, PACKING/CARRIAGE

Rogar Squire's

SALE

- 807 9149.

NOW OPEN IN

COMPLETE
DISCO UNITS

,

251 Deansgate.3.
Tel:

061-831 7676

-

Centres
London 01 272
7474, Manchester, 06I 831
7678.

Benwell Road
London N7 7AX.

-

cers etc. etc.

Time Favourite Jingles

AB

--
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-Remember
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PRICE el. 25Sin-Dim f200 ems Post
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VAK (BARGAINS

12a Bruce Grove,

1417 (01-808-8923).

Converters, one channel
1,000 W, r8. 3 channel
1,000 W, [16.

edition be
available on
annual
subscription
only.
Details

Strobes, 1
Joule, [30.

joule, [22. 4
Bargains, catalogue.
12a "R" 'Bruce Grove,

-

N17 6RA. 01-8088923.

Mobile Discos
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Prone m Poo 431

a completa 100 watt
disco ryrtarn for £225
INCLUDES

AMP PA IC
SPEAKERS -PHONES LEADS
DISCO

and Value Added Tax

delivery anywhere
in the UK

r-jr,

THE

£5

POWER
DISCO

_

t

Ii
.7f
Di with
Disco

s easy to be a lop
Mrs fabulous
It features faders for
gum 1, gram 2. mlc.antd tape Bass
and treble Controls and pro -lade hslen on

phones S,nq,ly plug into the resorts and you w
9o. the best disco sound around, The deal system if
you're wining up lm the too 12114e

our showrooms or send 60p. Tot our 72 page
catalogue 'canning -out entire disco range

yesal

8

MAIL ORDERS

COD

EASY-TERMS

CREDIT CAROS

Roger Uplift's Disco CtnNts

106000) II i cs.w Ne NISS00 10 01.277
Ale
RACMI SI117S1 Orr
043118 I hL061.831
1676
OPEN TOE -SAT CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAYS

YORKSHIRE'S TOP mobile disco. Mr James

machines
L'30. vá7.

alb, dar.
tl,150 Iw.Srbwasr
Iwo kere.d rr leis., lire

ILr er I Ovarle label.., ara
wq
Roger llquire'r
Disco
Centres
nod,^Ili Iw,hn.. Rd 915
a,

5111

1

r5111t.n.wkr311'31

Ir

-DIAL
(0482) 888494.
A -DISCO.
-

-

-203-,-

It DISC. - Witham

PIN

A
514275.

ELSE
Mick sod Rick

N

SUPER SOUNDS. Disco
in one word. Fantastic.
West Drayton 44737.
Ux 34156.
DJ DISCO. Best for your
party. -4559012.
DAVE JANSEN. =01-899

2

THE SOUNDS of L.KO at
01competitive prices.

-

SOUND.

-

01-044 9420

Ave. Sumner.

raso

Sutton)

4W1

-i

dfhr dl Gar

kit hares

a and See

ep

Berryrnd*

Gw;pwd.'

loom Addiccel4

MH,+

v

Roger Squirt'/ Disco Centre/

Read

London 176 Junction Rd

Manchester

:

9(9500

251 Deansgate

MI

Tel 01.272 7474
4EN Tel 061.811 7676

OPEN TUESAT CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAYS

Croydon

Professional Dis-

cotheques.

(Office), 01.688

1010

(Ansaphone).

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

- 807 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 807 9149.

Disco
Insurance

Ir'

Immediate roses arranged

l:

'I

rthered.nr.iotaanon owl
Non
n.

for no... disco equipment
and records. Comprehrnshr
policy in assonance. nith
Lkrr,da of London- Very
competitive rates.
Raver flg.hay Mho Mehra

Ultimo. si

en..dos

r01.1"

Sus apt

11.11)

Price L25

-

no.

al.11.bk

Finwlos L35

Roger Sgquire'i

LONDON & MANCHESTER

al;

ea

EP!

TULIP MUSIC

4010.

-

'

Tel. 01-390-0051

10% Deposit and
Part Exchange
de 01-680.3)44

-

PSYCHO.

Wier.,

WHEN YOU'VE

Ring

7019844.

or

LOOKED
EVERYWHERE

1734 1528.

DISCO forDOUBLE
- all occasions.
01-952
9433.

L100
EIS
E22

EX

visit our showrooms or send 6015 for 72 page Cataloque
MAIL ORDERS COO EASY TERMS CREDIT CARDS

Roadshow, play anywhere, any time, best
sounds (or all occasions.

[100

EIdO
EJA1

Featuring - slide faders, voice over merle circuit cue
lights, PFL full lone - mic presence controls tape
channel for tingles, and 'go' buttons for 'decks
Superbly made to look good and sound good
Complete 100W system (disco, amp. and speakers)
only C305 VAT. I e. 0329 Inc VAT Delivery anywhere in the UK C8 extra

Pr. II1w, adore

Page 28

fndudlna

The-SRI Disco it/igiues you
''the slickest show ón the rood
for only £174 . VAT.

fog
From only

and

CO.o.

TJr
Rape light. (Single Car.. trend Men)
[17
Polar Acts TORN
[2.141
TA-Ines. Tenor
n
r.OY eo Consoles. Stereo Use'SporllahteunMAll Prk eswblcs IORR VAT
An.chmenb.rO
We. range or now wownoniz.en.o.1 wrs. .,eso o 6rrg etlm
epmMpnr.Y
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Giveaway Souridrlght

£00.0.

vela

Ia

Showroom-

monthly, will,
as from the

6R
AARVAK AUTUMN
DEPT(

SALE

an.. secondhand end elrep epiál arG Ire.

Mini Dry Ice Machines

Disco Mirror,
the disc jockey

CHEAP! Catalogue: AA-

Iv

deems IR, whether Odeon. Radm,
romans poor 40u1 yea/. 1.1011,1e
'All dle Decoys ºy. This one's Pre its w:W"
-hl,mlr-, I-. -ArrdtM hem mason....:'

Irlos

R

WINTER SALE TIME

Meteor Aadiefect Controller
Meteor Ten Woo Closer

Reminder!

Strobes; Sirens: Sequen-

,\

I(
1..w4 woos
J1

"

sire

Telephone 01-534 4064

DISCOLIGHTS

SOUNDLIGHT convertors: 1000W/channel:
3ch an IIB: 1chan (9;

Y

Whew .Y.ret aria or

NEWHAM AUDIO
52 Romlord Road
London Ely

Roger Squire's Disco
1

7`

Mail Order

at competitive prices

Many other bargains always availkble at
[200.

RECORD MIRROR ¡-DISC

DISCO -TECHNOLOGY,
11 Radnor Chambers,
Chenton Place, Folkestone, Kent Telephone Folkestone 10303) 59849.

Usk gds

MANCHESTER

systems from around

-

FREE

9

For the full story, send for
the
your FREE catalogue
comprehensil/e guide to all
leading disco equipment, backed
by bur expert advisory service.
COUNTRY -WIDE MAIL ORDER
YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
SENT BY RETURN -WRITE OR
PHONE NOWT

Your free catalogue fists Many
other exciting offers, e.g.Jingle machines ...
-... from only L33
from only C27
Fog machines
-'
Protectors (inc. effect)
from only f27

'SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

hand disco systems tram
around [170. Brand new,
fully guaranteed disco

prior to cover date

8 days

-

SOUND SPECTRUM pro
fesslm al discotheques.
778 9032.

JINGLE MACHINES, LIGHTS,
EFFECTS, ACSESSOR/ES

-

Complete 100 watt disco system
with two speakers, microphone
and headphones Included.
Our price E215
save over E401
Professional 150 wan stereo disco
with two speakers, in-built
_
cassette machine, stand
microphone, headphones included.
Our price E560
save over E1401

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-

-FULL RANGE OF DISCO UNITS,

DISCO PACKAGE DEALSall ready to plug in!

_

-

63059.

DISCO EQUIPMENT
BARGAINS - .second

London Office by Friday

THESE

01524

STONEBOUNDS.

Disco Equipment

All copy must be in oar

-

4970.

-

Mortrared Candor. and

Page

- 807 9149.

STEVE. DAY.

weekly at our St John's
Wood Studio. Don't miss
four chance with commercial radio.
Tel.
Barbara, Roger Squires
(DJ Studios). 01-722 8111.
OFFSHORE RADIO jingles (superb quality) edit
them for your own
Jingles. [3.05. 200 studio
recorded jingles [5:00
cassette, P. O.s please to
Dolt, jn recorliiggs, 13
Bowman Road, Dartford, Kent.

~se Speeeer went, l 126
Larlrweer Sever Uwe.
Iwce.l [leó
Jeyb ~wow . .. C3s lD
cos.., W O..r..o..

MIS

aawSr.em

5aeew
swee Ores

SA..

.113.

DISCO'E4U/PMENT.'BA'RGAINS
TRY ONE OF

- 807 9149

ROUNDS INCREDIBLE.
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SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
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cr Steven Welch on It437 4A

ROUNDS INCREDIBLE.

inglés

TAILOR MADE Jingles
featuring your own name,
puts real sparkle into
your show. Wide range
available. Top studio
quality, low coat.
TeL
Barbara, Roger Squires

01.117 6333
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For faster service,
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and giggle music.
Frank le describes the
band's music as "a

tied\1LIIC mc115\1190Y'S a cool cat, with
Earl white teeth, a kinky suede
acme o'
Orad fop and a mighty good leader
lionrt_ lie's abut founder and
of
the frisky /ink formation, Peoples
~lee,
be and the hand are on their
debut visit 8. Britain.

special kinds funk
which really Ceti ya
movie'. We're very

r

funky but we also do a
good line In ballads. oh
mean that's the other
side íN the coin."
Peoples Choice have
to be diverse because
they cater Mr all types
from slightly
of ages
precocious 8 year oldie,
swingers.
to Granny

Frac*ir's skews ni me
OW Clairmont hoard ale

tilt overwhelm let
~led
eptnrastir
type

-

Did

~Is
ni what he mesas
R+gfaad aimed br t1Yr-Al

f

"We have a very
varied stage set." he
says, "and you gotta
keep everyone happyFrankfe has been In
the business for quite
some time, and rates his
influences as Sly Stone
and his own family.

love It over

beet" be

says. eyes
ds41e Aa.w

6t, "®rani b

7. 1.976

trsdy

fiw-irine" aid ah Sae F
acme the ateeaa of the
Realm/ pope They're
also real I rhea dly,

44

although a Iete ears
rouser -arse than the

ki

44

Aa.ras

Hen cone!
"Illel take 1, eaarrear the has lies. Tin
an stand en a perfect
and wan yQtum
but ha America everyse not tries to ga on

\\-

Xours

gay

PEOPLES CHOICE: on a

first- They're like

too. In see where your
lovely Queen lives, ah

sankais. In fact hark

h®e we have a guy win

by

mean her palace Is so
big! Wow, all that space

pacts eveiy/me on rn
caw they get stork m
the drag I wean you
are all so polite- it's

historical

F>raade and m have
also managed in do a
here 0221 ce
u r.<al
sagbtseesmg and their
fecal 14 was the Tbwe-r

on

-

"Great, absolutely

h

They're cool

Peoples Choice

We can really
reach the people. We
break down all toe

tine.

ni nudist

you don't already

a

barrier's, they're al(
beautiful
"People have said to
us that the British
audiences are more

Reckieeham Palace

American audiences.
but we're finding they
ain'i I mean if we went

1

"They showed us
T5afvs Gate and we
were ualrhm" tins guy

ucthwsa dome the
whole roatne bit va
deg' And It was peal
Oh and we weal lo

'

are

- if
know

quasi

a

-

instrumental outfit who_
had a big hit over here
with 'Do It Anyway You
Wanna.' The founder
Frankle
members
Brunson )organist pia-

-

conservative than

tour of Briiein with th air manager (far left)
'I Like 1l Do,' on the
1

Jan Iles

stage blindfold we
wouldn't know who we
were playing to its s as
simple as that_ We find
the British audiences
are Just as warm as the
ones back home.
"As soon as we gil out
on stage they go wild.

her gardens!
Apart from being
wanderlust, the boys
are over here to do live
stows up and down the
country. They've already begun the first leg
of the tour and this is
Frank lé s verdict

past for

'

nist, vocalist). David
Thompson (drums), and

-

Filet of Soul label, which
proved to be a mild hit.

left the Fashions

'band some six years ago
to star) their own band.
Says Frankly. "We
hacked an all -girlie
group the Fashions, and
it was fug, working with
'em, but we, felt we
needed to do somelhln'

alone, ya know.

"Anyway, we met up
with a fella called
Richard Perry. a record
producer, and he said
'I'd like to record your
band, but no girls, lust
you guys. ' \ye looked so
amazed, ne said, 'Wow,
you scared? and we said
a

little

So they made

asingle.

'no, just

surprised.' "

Roger Andrews. bassist

The next step

was a new name, so they
were re -christened.
"We wanted a name
that would mean 'for the
people,' so I though( idf
Peoples Choice. "
In 1871, while performing at the Apollo,
they met the Souldaddy

of 'em

all, Kenny

Gamble, and signed to
his TSOP label. Sonic
scoop.

"Ah been friends with
Kenny for years," says
',rankle, nudging me
every other word, dr
when a Joke ends. "and
he's a beautiful guy.
Really is. He really took
a lotea time helping us
with our career."

Doors

Says the ever glowing
Sly, now he
opened all the doors (Or
sell - contained hands
like us, and If it wasn't
for him a lot of us

leader:

Obviously, Choice's

newly acquired success
on the Philly label

meant they had (o
recruit more members.

Their choice was Guy
Frkske (bass), Donald
Ford (keyboards) and

Darnell Jordan (guitar).
"Now we're a selfYentalned group, sti swe
can do everything

to
within the
band, there's no need for
from arranging
writing

us to use session men

anvthln' like that

"

or

Peoples Choice are
indeed original, but they
have that familiar hot
fat bass drum and bass

rhythm sound pre-

sheer
delight for toe tappers
everywhere. It's wiggle

dominating

wouldn't

be

around

today, that's for sure.
"On a more personal
level It was my family
who inspired me to get
where I am today. My
father is a minister, and
at first ah wanted to be
like -him, y'knnw be'
come a minister, but
well. I guess I didn't
have the right frame of
mind so I decidéd to
become a musician. My
father was very musically minded; and all
my family can play
some Instrument or

another."

Strength or weakness,
it goes without saying
that Peoples Choice are
the truly exclusive
Philly Funk Box: they
do It anyway
wanna.

they

-r
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(195,00

__

Please send me the neat- 12 editions of DISCO
MIRROR Web 76 to Jan 77 loci for which I enclose
the annual subscription fee of 600- 'Cheque / PO

_

made payable to Spotlight Publications)

FITTINGS
' Nee. abOWL..Caen.,
CABINET
packet none
lot
umo
theme

elee eí

o peck of S. Coffee peen to M rounded comen. L1y
Robust net S,n i5mo. Ile per peek of 4. Socket
nee. oboe for moo wrong jack sockets etc,
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SAE
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DAVIES DISCO
3a High

ev

Et

LIGHTING

Street. Crawley, Sussex
eh

i
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edition DISCO MIRROR will be available

FILL IN THE COUPON NOW!

6.00 each

TEL: 01-680 3344

ogee quira

76

Exciting expanslon,plans for 1976 are already being formulated
to further
expand the services offered by DISCO MIRROR. and. for
only C5,00
you can participate and benefit from the massive growth potentialper year
of the
disco market to be reflected only through the pages
of DISCO

(6.5 00
(15 00
130 00

"

DJ IMPROVEMENT COURSES-RA DIO COURSES
JINGLES SERVICE RADIO AUDITION TAPES',
SSCharlbertSl,London,NWS614. Tel. 01-722Rill,

l e.

With effect from the FEBRUARY
on annual subscription only,

00

(180.00
(250.00

Pair 300w J81 Bins over f400 new
Soundout 100w Slave
Sure Uni-Dyne B
50w Selmer
2 Boom Mike Stands x 1 upright
Chronic Decks with 150w amp

sus

.sOtiz3s

, s,e.
.
us.

100

~pear ropy

DISCO MIRROR

free of charge.

Shop soiled Newham Audio Corsairlstereo)
with Mike Gooseneck
.. ...1200
Second Hand Soundout Series 4 with

(11U1 CRIERS k111

11

TO ALL READERS OF

Due to unprecedented demand and soaring production /
mailing costs,
DISCO MIRROR, the Disc Jockey monthly, will no longer be
despatched

BARGAINS

.as Ighwg cffeets

rEYa.ra....sw.e-..py.Crmdieae (-A,.
PO
Ieww.rs.s-eSt(r Less. 1+. ,_,.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

COLLAPSIBLE STEEL DISCO STAND
with any New Disco Console
CALL MICK or RICK on 01-680 3541
for further details

~mar ~jut 7lrrr.a armlu Is err/'t
.eer-'werigo.eakeeaar
tetrie/ éril' ewer

pit

(Limited whilst stocks last)

itllgtt

tefemri am y Guam w!
larc.t

10 an -9

Lk lensed Bet Aneleble

New Equipment offer 0250

SIDO TO IJGRT Ulfdi3;
MEE SEIM

TUES. FEB. 10th
2 pm -9 pen
WED. FEB. 11th

MARTIN BLAKE FOG EFFECT MACHINE
(worth (70 incl. VAT) with any sale of

11~.IJGRTaOtVS"
STROBES

ills Mortk-hut's
first discotheque exiibiti

FANTASTIC WINTER 'OFFER

products ...
Wr lama
REM . AIPS , SPEAKERS MKS . pl=F3 JDICIE

e

-

CROYDON
TEL 01 680 3544

for rrrry /1.!
SPOTS

SOUND ELECTRONICS JNEWCASTLE)
, PROUDLY PRESENT
LTD.

2 LOWER ADDISCOMBE RD

CI1SCO CATALOGUE

T1

fa'stér service,, coil Steven Welch on 01.607 6411

-TULIP IYIVSIC

Roger Squint's 1975/6
I1DDNS/

For
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NAME

1

ADDRESS.

TEL No
To; Alan Donaldson, Disco Mirror, Spotlight House, 1
Bonwell Road, London N77AX, Telephone 01-607 5411.
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TUNE IN
r Opportunity Rocks

.!

A NEW rock music
pmgramme, 'So It

'Goes' -Is being'

planned by Granada
Television. A half hour pilot "Is being
made in February
which will be shown
in the Granada area
soon afterwards,
and, 'if successful a
series should

:tkó

follow,

Tony Wilson, already

a

regular face on Granada
'TV, will be thepresehter.
The format will include
three bands playing live.

/hjt?

and

L.

spot

a

called

Opportunity Rocks few.

luring

band or
singer There will also be

t'

a

new

a

a
recommended album
spot, and film from the
archives Ilke 'Stones 'In.
The Park.
'

Gallagher and Lyle
have been.con firmed for
Use pilot show.

yJ1e

Radio

time
M
letters
ra

LISTEN FOR

-

Maritime department

in

going all obt to blow your
head off with sound.
Because the words of the
songs are so important,
the volume will be kept
reasonably.' low s that

94
`i

o

you can hearit all
clearly,
"We want to do It really
up, otroñg.fy.to _ t Is.low key," began Brian
dhpughLt o,r${4'ltjt¿n_^But we won't he holding
Fyn&U.
on the playing,"
J:oaití,,.added Ian. "We will be
a.dowwio
y h}¡thé
li(ltfda
Ong -liable small gear because

.._

'tack

IF IT hadn't been for -America's

limes~ way

hack in the days of sailing ships, OUT British
sailors would have been a scurvy lot. After

this mnttey',.oVrw Is
guitarist Robin Le Mesu-

battling their way across the Atlantic, the
port
sailors wouldput ashore at the first US Po
and grab up all the Ilmes they could _lay
derogatory
the
got
they
hands on. Hence
name Limeys.
British group Limey They all live as far away
from each other around
hope their name will give
the Americans something London al possible and
to relate to. should they 'have only been working
become su'ccessf'ul together for about, four
weeks. If lhis'sounds
enough to go there and
rvheve them of some of the exact opposite for
happy survival in a
their dollars.
Limey. a six man band, group, you'd be wrong
recently formed have one thinking it doesn't work.
After all they never come
album 'Limey', just out.
It's a cracker of an to blows.
"We're all too cowardly
album, musically and
lyrically. The songs were to hit each other." said
all written by lead singer guitarist Dave Bowker.
Limey have just come
Brian Engel, who also did
back to London after
the graphics for the
sleeve
having been in each
Brian, a self styled other's close company for
several days. They have
genius but loveable all the
been rehearsing in the
same, shows considerable
country and had lo band
perception in his writing.
Is
together against a com"The first Interest
what the song Is all mon enemy the hotel,
Stalag Beaconsfield,"
about." said Brian,
ignoring loud cries of said Brian "Dave nearly
Indignation from the got out but they taught
other group members.
him at Use fence.
Brian seems 1.0 be the
"It's because Ism too lazy
to wrile novels. So -most outgoing of the
Instead I write two and a
band, but had difficulty in
half minute novels "'
keeping up his stream of
la there no end to this conversation against
man'a talents' Apparent- heavy competition from
ly not
keyboards man Ian
Limey keep themselves Kewiey. Ian is exStrider
going by having heated,
and his'flrm ideas about
vociferous arguments
the policy of Limey stand

e'

el

He was

a

Womble

six-montrs .
befor
fore he got thrown out. It
wasn't for littering up the
studio, but for being
busted. Too wicked to
Womble, he had to leave
and find another job, even
though he iidn't get a free

we refuse to get Into

giant

amplification. If people

come in and see great

banks of equipment,
they'll think they're in for
an hour of heavy'metal
stuff.

"Anyway, the lyrics

-

Pleased

John Patrick

o"f

Grimsby argues that the
medium wave band Ls

cluttered.

wouldn't

t'ho'ugh

be if frequencies
were Slotted per different
stations. -He points out
that on Sunday evening In
his area, he can pick up
Solid Gold Sixty on. five
different wavelengths due
to the BBC local station
relaying the network.
Rob Holland of the
Offshore Radio Campaign
says that with the
exception of RBI In 1070,
no pirate has ever used

will be murdered by the
Press. It's something
they can really tear apart
If they want to. "
th,c 'emergeRc,y
About la remonstrate wavelIsgth.
with Ian over this point, 7
Another letter' not
beaten to it by the signed, says that there
writer of the songs, whose wouldn't be a need for
came over more Caroline If the authorities
succinctly than mine allowed a station in the
would have done any UK to play records all
way. The lyrics really are day.
superior to the usual
spate of ungrammatical
declarations of love / war
I fu nky whatnots.
The only two Limey

Ilkewas
uniform anymore.

about Radio-Caroline, we
have been flooded with
letters, most -of which, not
surprisingly supported
Caroline. Many readers
pointed out that the Home
Office is only carrying out
the law, though everyone
is against, Lax payers
money being spenLto try
and close a radio station
which they want to hear,

indenials

-

It's

a long way from
Wombles to Limey and

the transition appears to
be successful. Limey
have Just done a few
recordings for the Beeb

and are

feeling jolly

pleased with themselves
as everything went so

well.
"We recorded It In Just
three quarters of an
hour." said Brian proudly.

"It's not that we're
boasting," added Dave,
"it's Just that we're

members that didn't get
involved In the argument

were drummer Mac

McInerney and new

guitarist Tom Willis. Tom

has been with the group
only two weeks (that's
why he's not in the phetol
and still looks a little

''else's
amazing ourselves."

,

Limey promise that
their stage show is going
to be even better than the
album (Is this possible?)

by everyone

vehemence
As he Is so new, he did
because' 'they have done. -not play on the 'album
so much rehearsing since
His part of pedal steel
the album was recorded.
guitarist was taken by the
They go on tour this capable BJ Cole, who Is

with Andy Fairweather Low, so we'll see
If there is any difference
One thing they are sure
about
they won't be
week

-

playing with Andy Fairweather Low on the tour,

will still all be
together; if they can
so they

stand it.

r

...

Moore.

to have a

Breakhea rt - farce

_
V'sm

BREAK HEAKT

PASS: Cert. ,A.
Odeon Leicester
ligature. Now.

CHARLES BRONSON'

must surely be one of the'
busiest film actors in the
World

No sooner have we
cheered him on his way as

hard-hitting street
fighter in the film of the
the

same name than he crops
up again as the star of the '

latest Alistair MacLean

movie, 'Breakheart

fi

Thé action lrethis lns Is
centred around a train
which Ig pn it's way to
Break heart Pass carry-

ase are told, a
consignment of medical
supplies to a US cavalry,
fort which has bden under
heavy attack from the
laical Indians
On the journey, however, thirigs are soon
discovered to be not as
they seem, and when half
the train Is released to fall

ing.

aver

with

/!¡

117111

f,
.

r-..

."

.

.

a

,precipice taking

i1
'most of the
soldiers. we begin to see
the Characters show their
true colours.
As might be expected
from an'Altatidr MacLean
story. there is certainly
lots of, action and
adventure. Given the
setting of an old train
crossing the Wild West
there are lots óf
opportunities for good old-

fashioned

dafedevt

tricks and stunts which
are the- stockin-trade of

all good Westerns.
The story, though, Is
little on the slow side and
interest in the confusing
plot slackens off when
there la no action. The
acting is OK with Bronson
his usual laconic self and

-

to add to the excltz ent

Ireland (Bronson's
real life wifel Is on hand
to try and sort out the
nasties.
J1í1

, I'!" .`
.

...

tar(
LOOK FOR
listen for George Melly's
Look for Guys 'n' Dolls.
Top 12 at t pm Radio One
Mr Big; Sweet Ozo;
on Saturday. February 7
Also on Saturday. In Sutherland Brothers &
Concert at 0.20 stars Quiver and fresh from the
Emmylou Harris. Insight Slates our own Mr Steve
no Radio One on Sunday. Harley & Cockney Rebel,
February a at 5 om is sub- all on Supersonic, Saturtitled Humour In Pop. day. February 7. Geordie
Jasper Carrott discusses Scene, with Dave. Eager
and plays loony" records' on Sunday. Februaf$ 8,
by such people as the features Gallagher and
-Goodies; Peter Sellers: Lyle

It you want

FOLLOWING THE letter
we printed a few weeks
ago from the Home
Office's Aeronautical and

r,.

1

TONY WILSON' presents new rock show
Peter -Cook, & n U dl ey

MIKE OHIIDs"
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THE NEW SINGLE

contest

YourSicondchance
To Win One Of

Sa SUS WOW
20oI'eaelisetrobeWon
r

MAJOR HARRIS 'My Way' GENE PAGE Hot
CM' SISTER SLEDGE 'CECle of Love
AVERAGE WHITE BAND 'Cut the Cab.' BLUE
MAGIC The Neglect the Btu,

I!1,1

20

ó

Sets

DIONNE
Impression.'
'Fret
IMPRESSIONS
WARWICKE Tree. of the CH' THE STAPLE SINGERS

'lei

r

o

Do K

Rod"'

A

IMPRESSIONS Slip Slat.., FOUR TOPS Rive and In
Concen' RUFUS 'Rule festuring Chet Coen'

eceete

DECOR
(

poAorj

ANN PEEBLES Tenet' It' BOHANNON
'Bohannoñ a -Beat Al GREEN 'Al Green In
Love.' RAY CHARLES 'Focus on rtay
Cherlé{CHI-LIY ES 1111 Lo..

JAMES
'Revelenon'
REVELATION
THE CROWN
BROWN 'Everybody
Dream' THE
HEIGHT AFFAIR 'Deeming
Speed'
'Hustle
with
JETS

w,

BARRY WHITE inn the Mood Play' GLADYS
KNIGHT h THE PIPS The Beet of eta' NORTHERN
DISCO

\
20

relict

r`

.0i

o

D
'

'The Bitch I. Sleek'
.
OD
'Mouse
DAVID
RUFFIN 'Who I Am' MOTOWN GOLD 11
Greetev His' MIRACLES Cny Of Angels'
YVONNE FAIR
COMMODORESS

.M

Sets

EXTR4 VOWS!

r

The first 20 winners will -receive one each of the albums below
2 .VCO THE STYLISTICS 'You Are Beautiful'

{.rte
aJJJJypfncn

THE TYMES 'Tymes

ALL PLATINUM GOLD

NOW TO ENTER

Mwº the Inns questions In 1M ntn coupon and Oak In order of preferp nee - 6. d,
- the sets Welbums you would most lilt to ..Its Then
coupon to
20
Competition, RECORD MIRROR a DISC. PO Bow 1W, Londonpost
Ni IBB
coupon, plctd out by Ih Editor will W announced Ina
The llnC ol m rinnan
will also easel,. ens Bonus .Ibum.. Closing date for .ntrywIsbtn.,t
Monday
Jun

1

3rd ash

sO

noon.
elF.bru.n,
and ell matters

when the compelltlon toll be judged by the Editor, Whoa. decision 161A
In
loop. coolest Y final

ENTRY COUPON

Who is'the new lead singer of the Miracles?
2 Who was the Impressions' famous lead singer who left
to form
his own record label?
3. Can you name three of Little Richard's best known hit
singles?
4. In which American city does Al Green record?
5. Which group does Barry White's wife sing with?
1.

I

Please Indicate by entering your Chmcel 1542nd,
3rd, Otis

NAME

CMS. 2085

ADDRESS

`'1h

.0.
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by Sue Byrom

wie

i

;

with

confuse

//

14.;_£'',

Johnny

Cash's.
To understand
the words, you need a
special sheet that explains
the truck drivers' lingo but
even without that, it's the

kind of record ihat'II
probably follow the same
pattern It established in
the States, le: end up
hit( Mercy)

a

LINDA CARR: Cherry
Pie Guy (Chelsea 2005
059)
Late of the high
wire, Linda trips
back with a very

Andy's
./

(rrs
ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW soft shoe shuffle
ANDY FAIRWEATHER
orchestra joining in as he
LOW: Champagne approaches the finale.
Melody (A&M AMS THE
SUNSHINE BAND:
7214)

Difficult

this

one. I don't like
sounds
I _= itlike a it 30's/40's
soft - shoe shuffle in 'the
local. all very low profile,
It'll probably sell because
of that oldie feel, but even
the wonderful B. J. Cole
on pedal steel guitar can't
make me. change my
mind

-

Your

(Jayboy BOY

pi

104)

Thumb down:
oh dear

kept
Unfortunately,
waiting for vocals to
come in, which they
didn't. Not the kind of
I

CAT STEVENS; Ba
napple Gas (Island WIP
6276)

merciality, but

BAñMY

Write

beyond that

MANILOW:

I

Songs

The
(Arista 40)

Probably a little
too soon after
David Cassidy's

hit

to

make

much impression on the
ear - waves of Britain,
although Barry sings it
well enough, and much

gentler

than

David's

version, with the whole

.

.

typical Cat Ste-

-

lot's

-

Chrysalis CHS20841

91

spotlight.

A

new

band

from Binning ham, with an
album due out
this month, City Boy
on the strength of this
single at least
seem to
be worth listening out for;
Not an easy sound to
define, but the bass adds

-

-

F

Mid -tempo

560)

This

record,

Esapart

from being

one

of

the

convoy

of

trucks

crossing the States, told
in a voice ,hat you might

14k

more

British. This is slowed down soul, with a nice
rhythm, but apart from a
slight touch of the AI
Green's, not too much
else.

WILLIAM BELL Happy
(Sfax STXS2038)
Northern soul

91

sound from Mr
Bell, and one of

the

few

CITY BOY
an almost funky line to
what's essentiallya white
sound. Even if this one
doesn't make it, the next
one should.
TYRONE DAVIS: Turning Point (Brunswick
BR31)
Currently a big

hit

In

the

American soul
charts this is

up -

tempo sdunds on release
this week. Probably a
record more for the diseof
than the charts but strong
enough to make the
cross -over.

REPARATA: Your Life
Is Gone (Dart ART
2057)

'Shoes'

-

C. W. McCALL:
Convoy (MGM 2006

frenzied vo%e
suited to an DE BLANC: Oh No, Not
American audience 'than My Baby (Arista 35)
5000 VOLTS

(Vertigo 6059132)

number, it sounds exactly
what it is
an album
track.

a

very strained. Still quite a
way to go before they get
that hit. . ,.

CITY BOY: Surgery
Hours (Doctor, Doctor)

to 'Pandora's Box'
doesn't seem set to take
them back into the singles

Dicken's vocals which are

unfortunately doesn't

better.

contenders in
the charts last
year. Procol's follow - up

gain from the majority of

als, this is an
oom-pa-pa sound, which

same, The Crystals Were

Possibly one of
9the least likely

longest sleepers
ever, finally came to light
topped
and
every American chart imaginable.
Basically, it's the story of

finally

crept into the
lower reaches of
the charts last
this
year, but I doubt
one can even get that far.
Very dated 50's/60's
sound that reminds me a
bit of the Crystals or the
Ronettes, complete with
crash noises. Methinks
this will make a smell
crashing noise of its own.
SHARON RIDLEY &
VAN McCOY: I'm In

'VJl

Your Corner (President

New version of
the Goffin/King
classic delivered
in a very soulful
way. There's that solid
dance beat that'll go
down a bomb at the
discos, but it's also very
and one of
commercial
the best songs, ever to
r

-

boot.

TINA TURNER: Acid
D ueen LIA UP 36043)
Title track of
her recent al-(bum, this is a
better delivered
in Ms Turner's frenziest
tones. There seem to be
shades of Janis Joplin in
the delivery, and it's more
of a rocker than a soul

sound.- Probably
chart

the charts

/

'!
ss

-1A

I

-

it'll

.

that

come over too
Nice enough for a
romantic evening,
but just a little too slow
for anything else. I prefer
Roberta Flack and Donny
Hathaway.

1

to make the cross over (another new
word discovery of

recent weeks).

,,
l!

-

Fi:- 7,
.

...

--

-

have

no

I

lazy

r4

doubt

dead

Hamilton far
reting for things to
segue it in and out of.
(I've only just found
out what segue means
so thought I'd better
use it so don't forget
It). Disco hit unlikely

James

well

//

disco

for a
good bump,
sweat and grind and

really doesn't

--

I..

Punchy
number

right

vat

might scrape into

not

though,

(Atlantic K10703)

PT 466)
Oh dear
one duet

material

THE TRAMPS :
That's Where The
Happy People Go

x,

LINDA CARR:

Could be 3 very
minor h t.

/

of

strumming guitar, jaunty
beat and 'yeah yeah's'.
It's not as strong as some
of his previous singles
and they
have been
didn't do much either.
Sorry Cat,
MR BIG: For The Fun
To Find (EMI 2396)
Written by Dick en, who also
takes lead voc-

a

.

his

'Numbers' album, this is

vens

Strong As Samson

'

Taken from

q

and

c

instrumental

version of

George McCrea's world wide smash hit of a
Couple of years ago.

9

loud

ly as a producer.
'This single exhibits his
vocal and writing talents.
Competent enough, quite
good tempo, but It just
doesn't have that extra
something,
PROCOL HARUM: As

Thumb sideways.,_.
might, might not

GLITTER BAND: song that works with this
People Like You People treatment.
Like Me (Bell 1471)
5000 VOLTS: Bye Love
their last. (Philips 6006 501)
11-_,4arbm
album, 'Listen
The follow-up to
To The Music',
'I'm On Fire'
this is the Glitter
this time with
Band in a much gentler
the rightful vovein, with a lot more
calist getting the credit,
emphasis on vocal Tina Charles. The lineharmonies than before.
up's changed, it now has
Catchy too. Gerry and
six members, but even
the lads are obviously
the 'extra members don't
finding a slight problem in
rally help to make this
convincing their old fans record. It's sounds,
they're basically still the
unfortunately, Ilke too
same, whilst appealing to
many others; fast beat,
new fans because of their
vaguely danceable
album. This could be the
rhythm and Tina's
happy medium sound,
frenzied voice. The
4,000 volts.
result?
GOLDEN EARRING:
Sleep Welkin' (Polydor
TOOTS & THE MAY2001 626)
TALS: Reggae Got Soul
(Island WIP 6269)
There's a lotof
In
'1LRadarrIn
'Radar Love'
Island Records
here, especially
are building up a
the drum end
very impressive
bass riff. It doesn't hang
record of reggae
together quite as well
Toots' isn't
but
hits,
though, breaking into
nearly as strong as say,
slightly quieter vocal
Bob Marley Funky beat
passages. Head - there may be, and more
nodders will love it's
obvious Comaggressive feel.

Mr Ballard is a
man of many
talents, especial-

11

Baby

The band minus
K.C. return with
an

!E

EPC 39251

Thumb up: hit

might scrape into the
charts, but wouldn't like
to bet on it.
ELKIE BROOKS: He's A
Rebel (f1&M AMS7212)
It's rip -of) time
especially
.
for us old 'uns
who remember
the Crystals and their
version. The phrasing,
drum beat, they're all the
same. Well, nearly the
I

RUSS BALLARD: Since
You Been Gone (Epic

Key to symbols

THE

raucous,

as her. previous sound, it.,

Low
Profile..

k

Rock

light - weight
ditty. Not nearly as good

-

e
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urnsiIhiimsaIffi-

sdhuntsaIbun
yen Fuunk'
second side',

Marc'

and is

Music

a

Play (20th

instrumental Century BT 502)

The time has -come, the
record reviewer said, for
thee and me to part
company) I liked Barry
White a couple of years
ago: he came out with
some gtiod singles and
even the
good ideas
title track of this album,
although not one of his
isn't bad. But the
- best,
album'. . . the other five
-tracks seem to be 4here
lust to fill out two sides
Mike.Brennan and sounded like an
ELVIS: A Legends
'endless string of repePerformer Volume 2 titious moans and "get it
(RCA CPL1 91349
on'é ,, And -to start one
track with ''What's.
For Elvis fans, this album
happening brother?" and
is a gem - a collection of
obscure material, early similar raps . . . it lust
recordings never re- seems so dated. For me,
leased, and cuts from I'Il,let the music play but
recording session's. It's prefereably In another
illuminating and gives an room.
Sue Byrom
insight Into the way Elvis
works, But that is where
the value of` the album
EMMYLOU HARRIS:
Iles. There's nothing new
to offer in the way of Élite Hotel (Reprise K
music. If you're into 54060)
collecting several differA pleasant
if
largely
ent recordings of the
unremarkable country same songs, this will be
orientated album that
on your list. I liked the
contains slightly dis.interview done with Elvis appointing
versions of
In 1956, but wondered' if
three
Gram Parsons
the DJ regrets his
songs, but á surprisingly
patronising attitude. The
album presents the star in good version of Lennon
and McCartney's 'Here
a very favburable-- and
There And Everywhere'.
very professional light..
Ray Fox -Cumming
RosalindRussell

dynamic

guaranteed to make you
sweat. But the LP
finishes in sedate style,
with 'Last Words of
Love". As those soothing
words and oh -so - gentle
percussion come out of
the speaker, you imagine
yourself in a Cadillac on
It's
Sunset Boulevard.
;late at night. You, gaze
deep into her eyes and . .
well -I'll leave the rest up
to you.

doesn't..

drag on!

-

,

s.

T. REX: Futuristic Dragon (EMIBLN5004)
Comparing this album with one cT- Marc's early
Tyrannosaurus Rex's, one must acknowledge that in
the late Sixties he was way ahead of his time.
DRIFTERS!'F-otch upa h it, lade
"Futuristic Dragon" is still a very- unusual album,
perhaps more commercial than Bolan's earlier works,
any kind of musical test,
THE BEST OF HELEN
but that isn't to say less meaning(yt On 'Dragon'
'I'm Gonna -Live I'm REDDY ICs p itol E- ST
there's some luscious lactic boogie"with the, mystical
-Gonna, Live' is a joyful. 11467)
Drifting
Minx complimenting theoutlandish arrangements with
song with Cliff's voice The trouble with the title
over - pronounced, foppish frenzied vbcáls, which he
rising way above the of this album, ie that fo
does so well.
music with tremendous the great British public,
There's no denying
verve and feeling, so that - Helen Reddy Is only
Daddy Amin'
to the
no mane, how much you Palais styled warm . up,
Wh
the effect is rather like a associated with one song,
knock the man
he has get < =up ( 'Soul Fire
fun - filled day at a street
the rest
'Angie Baby'
an amazingly 'unique, Dub' ).
carnival. One a more of Helen's songs have
.Well: -Charge:fresh style all his own, with it's cheeky bluebeat
THE DRIFTERS: There solomn note there's Bob been largely ignored. It's
which he enhances to the is great to dance to (if you
Marleys no Woman No in the States that Ms
Goes My Fiat Love
best effect. Marc has got de,rhyjtuyl ancLso is
Cry' , Cliff's isn't a bad Reddy is a regular chart
(Bell 260)
never been a subtJls- 'Gun Civet rLRed' . One
version,
doing credit, visitor, and this is a
of
my
One
complaints
performer, and he never_,of the mosrsatile dub - about the Dnfters in the rather than damage, to collection of most of
will be, he's basically a recall to .appear. in a
the
song.
`Strongest those hits. 'I Don't Know
past is that some of their
rocker at heart land a long time.
track, which has a very How To Love Him' was,
more
albums have
Jan Iles- tendedrecent
roller as well(. A lot of the
infectious
beat, is the start of her real
to sound very
compositions have their
similar in content. This Wahlahka Man' (which popularity although 'I
TYMES:
Tymes
Up
when
listened
head in the clouds so to
to first rime
Am Woman' got a lot of
album offers far more
speak, dealing with (RCA RS 1027r'
variety. Apart from two around sounds like attentionjust before that.
spacey sci-fi antics, like This album slipped over
Quite a few of the
of their hit singles, 'Can I 'Wotcha Cock'). The
'Jupiter Liar' ; 'Calling the senses with hardly a
remaining eight tracks
Take You Home Little album should be -acce-sAll Destroyers' and my ripple. It's very bland and
have been available here
Girl' and the title track, sible to people who find
that
it's
Dreadlocks
taváurites 'Dawn Storm'
Big Youth,
so inoffensive
before, but it's a nicethe remaining numbers
Marley
al
-a
-too
et
bit
and Casual 'Agent' . barely ,noticeable. .Of
pat
kage::: Sue Byrom_
alternate in rhythm and
Maybe the concept is old course there's the single . mood, with' different heavy going ,
hat, but Mare has the
'God's Gonna Punish members of the group
Jan Iles BUDDY MILES: -Mora
imagination to write You' but it's the
Miles Per Gallon
faking vocal honours. PAUL WILLIAMS:
Oc- (Casablanca)
curious loony lyrics which strongest number, The
They're such a profes- dinary Fool (A&M
illustrates¡ the songs in rest of 'the album leaves
This is disco music at Its
sional group, there are AM LH 64550)
vivid Colour. Gloria Jones me cold.,_
veiy best: Miles has so
very few weak spots, and
- ,Rosalind Russell' any that exist are
works well, particularly on
caused -AI'a long tine fan of Paul successfully bridged that
Williams, it hurts me to yawning gap between
back - up moon screams
by the material rather
giving the songs ah eerie DR. JOHNS Hollywood
than their interpretation ' shy _thin -this just ish t_up muscially viable albums
flavour and there's the Be Thy Name (United
of it. Notch up another to his usual high and tedious dancing
standard. The milsrc,and music so fans of 'either
ever faithful Steve Currie Artists)
hit, lads I '
(bass); Davey Lutton
'
Sue Byrom 'production is greaZ7yiyL A7í enjoy h. Opening cut
the songs don't have the
(drums) and Dino Dines Who's been listening to
JIMMY CLIFF: Follow same poignancy. Per- is 'Rockin' And Rollin'
(keyboards) still sounding early Alice Cooper then?
On The Streets Of
My Mind (Reprise - haps sirs tóo much
abandoned
The
Doctor's
as good as ever.
of a
Hollywood' -A shuttle
K54061) good thing
'Futuristic Dragon' is a the straight jazz -funk for
the novelty
beat and searing guitar
Recorded in three studios; of his love songs showed
fine album, proving that some bent jazz - fuck
make It the lively track it
Channel St, King Tubby's up all the love songs that is,
Bolan is still one of our rock. Recorded at a
and it sets the whole
studios Jamaica (with. had gone before. Now
most Imaginative pop strange plead Called Willie
mood for the album. ' 'No
Purple's, the production musicians- like Prince he's repeating himself a Time' For Sorrow' is a
artist around.
Buster and Horse Mouth')
bit, using the"same brass
Jan Iles isn't exactly perfect, but it
two - part effort. The first
and Burbank Studios LA
may pave the way for Dr.
arrangements here as he
three or -four minutes
(with the like of Jim
find
to
. himset
a
John
used on 'Just An Old
comprise take - it --nor NATTY LOCKS DUB
Kellner and Jim Dilstrap)
new
niche.
'Babylon'
,
Fashioned
Love
Song'.
leave - it lyrics (If you
(Fay FLP2004)
the album obviously has a
the opening track on side
That's
specially
Noticewant a message, it's
A nice selection of rub -a two, is a particular Alice diverse feel
a touch of
able on 'Even` Better'.
there, if you don't, just
- dubs, ranging from the
spoof, It fades in with the the cortimercial pop
However, even If he
iap your foot), and the
soft, cool as a mountain same
jungle beat as reggae. Jimmy Cliff does hasn't maintained his own second is some more
stream flute instrumentals
'Black Ju
Ju'" ion both kinds very well and standards, he is still funky guitar work,
('Jah Shakin' Dub' )and 'Love It to Death' ), and his voice lone of the
streets ahead on most - combined with immacuthe rock -steady big bass,
highlights of the album)'is
is Just about passable.
other people.
late work from the
soothing sax sound ( 'Big
Mike Brennan capable of being put to
Rosalind -Russell backers. 'Nichols Can -

-

BARRY WHITE: Let The

opeh"'the

into

it

)

-

-

Bette's goód,
timé depression
rr,

.

-

.

s`
JJe

-

..i,

BETTE M IDLER: relaxing
BETTE MIDLER: Songs
For Tile New- Depression (Atlantic K50212)
There's something here
for everybody: A little
reggae, a little. swing,
even a little Dylan with

the maestro himself
joining in vocals. Despite

the mood changes,
Betters basic v,ocal

`,,},.

.

,.

Q

sound

.

e

:

-doesn't

-zf.r

approach
change
too much, giving the
whole album a kick.. your
:Peep - toe -sandals -off,
and relax sound. One
slightly offbeat track is
titled '-Marahuana", but
with that exception it's an
album well up to the
standards of her earlier
albums
Sue Byrom

:Trammps'Rubber Báñd'a great single from the'Zing'album BDS 440
4036
The Legendary Zing Album BDLP
The
Pengu,n At The Beg Apple/Zing Went
Stings Of My HearrPray All You Sinners!
Song/
Sixty Minuro Man/Scruboard/Tom's
Rubber Band/Hold Bach The Night/
Apple.
Pengum At The Big
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Here come

With their first Album
'Limey' Here's one revolution
you'll want to -put down
again and again!!

Limey brilbur with Andy Fairweather Low
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Feb 4
Feb 6
Feb 7
Feb 8
Feb 12
Feb 13
Feb 14
Feb 15
Feb 20
Feb 21
Feb 22
Feb 25
Feb 27
Feb 28
Feb 29

Keele 1Jriiversity
Bradford University
Sheffield University
Pavilion, Hemel Hempstead
Bournemouth Winter Gardens
Hull College of Commerce
Leicester Polytechnic
Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool
York University
Worcester College of Education
Fairfield Hall, Croydon
Alsager College of Education, Cheshire
North Staffs Polytechnic
Pavilion, Weymouth
Victoria Palace, London

Rcn
Records and Tapes
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ALL DATES listed are
Correct at Umeof going to
press but we adobe you
to check whh the 'roue
concerned before going.
'Phone numbers are
Provided where possible.

OLOM

U!

1%1

IL°

1

A

-.

COMMANDER CODY A ills
1,051 PLANET AIRMEN,
Nashville, North End Road,
London, W14 (lunehtlme)

A A-

01.603 807 IL
GRAND OI.E OPRY 5110W,
I IIAR VE1 ANDREWS, Arts
Centre, Cambridge
DIVERSIONS, Town Hall.
Birmingham, ,

Birmingham (021.230 2392).

THURSDAY
February

movingly

5

1101.IS. La Doler
Vita, Birmingham. (021-643

GUYS

A

6696)

JIMMY JOMES

A

February
DIVERSIONS, Samantha'',
London WI

TIIE

COCKNEY IREREL, Apofn,
Glasgow (041-332 6055)

AG.A BONDS, Toby !louse
Grays Inn, Folkestone.
IULIE 11:1.1C Nash vllle
North End Road, London
V

MUD The Polytechnic.
Oxford
GUYS AND D0I t S, Baileys.

(01.6036071)
Oleo, Glasgow Apollo. (Ot1-

W14

Stoke (Stoke 23958)

TONY CIIRISTIE, Kings
Country Club, Eastbourne
RAI Pll AleTELL. Crete

3326055)

SII(111'ADlll'M.ADI)Y, Varlely Club. Batley.
EDDIE "GUITAR" BURNS.
Middlesex Polytechnic, En.
field (01-So1 19.58).

MARO ROLAN- City Hall, St Albans on Friday

Stoke (Stoke 23958)

SATURDAY

MARMALADE, Batley's,

WHITMAN. Fairfield
Halls, Croydon, Surrey. (01-

51.191

7" 31

sJ

J-

February 711

THIN 1.11.75

688 9=1)

7sr,

,

WI

f

!Ore, User hall, Edinburgh
(031 667 1270).

SUPERTI1AMP, Royal Albert Hall. Kensington Gore,
London, SW7 (01-51198212).
TONY CIIIISTIE, Blighty's,

+w."
(

LANE A SLIM
CHANCE, Nottingham UniIIONNIE

versity. (Nottingham 55912).
COMMANDER CODY A IIIS
1.157 PLANET AIRMEN,
University of Sussex, Bright.

Far nworth.

1,1

CI.%NCI', Cleopatra's. Derby (Derby 44128).
LIE ANO, Grey

,o

J15

MacDONALD, Leas Clare
Hall, Folkestone (Folkestone

I

23921
mint
MARC ROLAN

Swansea 21851)

ety Club. Batley

JACK THE

"GIIIT11l"

LAD,

E11111E

BAIRNS, Middle-

sex Polytechnic. Queensway,
Enfield, Middlesex (01-801

ELKIE BROOKS, Ronnie
Scott's London WI
07471

Stoke ( Slok a 23958 ).

FUSIBLE, St Matthias

College. Bristol
STET-,SN GROSSMAN, The

STRETCH. Pavilion BallSTE S'ENSONS ROCKET,
Kintore Town Hall, Aber-

Southampton

STIIETCII, The Polytechnic,
Chiswick
I'tlFITY THINGS, Unlversly of Brunel, Uxbridge
TONY CHRISTIE, Blighty's.

Farnworth

1'4TRA('K BAND I 91110.
at. Spenny more
CLES, Top Hat.

05DY I AIRWEATIIER

1,1)W.1radford University

(()MIMANDEII CODY A ILLS
1.115T
PLANET AIRMEN,
Odeon. Birmingham (021-643
01721

Her señsatioñál first siñglg on EMI

DANA GILLESPIE, Salford

University (061-7367811)

SLIM WHITMAN, Congress

Halls, Eastbourne (East-

bourne 16363)

ELKIE BROOKS I MOVIES,
Ronnie Scott's, Frith Street,

'CHIC

London, WI (01-139 0717 )
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS
.6
QUIVER, Civic Centre,
Gu ltd ford
SHOW 1DDVW ADDY, Var.'.

ely Club, Batley

I'll (HIPP,
ngates

STE S'ENSONS ROCKET,
Pavilion, Ayr
GUYS .AND DOLIS,La 1blcc
Vita. Birmingham 1021.643
51A1( 0101.:0 DE, Baileys,
Stoke (Stoke 23958)
J111JE FEIJX, Grand Hall,

Scarborough
MARC BOLAN

I LENNIE
McDONAI.D, City Hall. St

Albans

A

LYLE,

Free Trade Roll, Manchester (061-834 09431

MUD, Cardiff University
Cardiff 396421)
IIONNIE I,ONE A SLIM
CHANCE. University of East
Anglia, Norwich (Norwich
(

Me sova,e

London WIA

and Ballevs,ffiokeNrwcaalle

LPN McTE1.1., Civic

Hall, W'hllehaven.
JACK TIIE LAD, Civic halt,
Wolverhampton,
IRONNIE LANE'S SLIM

CHANCE, Shaftesbury

Theatre, London, WC),
SLIM WHITMAN, Theatre
Royal, Norwich,
KII.Rt11RN A TIIE
ROADS, Torrington,

FInchley, London

ANDY
LOW,

IIIGII

North

FAIRWEATIIER
Pavilion, Hemel

Hempstead (Hemel Hempstead 64151).

I'ATBACK

BAND, MUS
CI.ES, ABC, Manchester.
(Manchester 273111).
BARRON KNIGHTS, Ball
ev's. Watford
KUIISAAL FLYERS, ED -

A TIIE 110T
RODS,
Town Hall, Middlesbrough.
GUYS 'N DOLTS, Bailey's,
Stoke. (Stoke 23958)
M :SRC B01.AN I JENNIE

DIE

MCDONALD, Cliffs Pavilion,

Southend
-BOP DELUXE, Theatre
Royal. Drury Lane. London.
St

C2. (01-876 R108).

5501U, Roundhouse, Chalk
Farm. London,

NW

1

.

IOce,

City

- (Newcastle 20007),

(01-267

27921

1(ke, Usher hall, Edinburgh
(031-557 0505).

I

SCK

TIfE

I

Ways, Che ster

SAILOR,

ID, Quadrant

Central Hall.

Chatham ( Medway 40 3868)
ARROWS, Baileys, Oldham
(061 -052 8421)

STES'ENSONS ROCKET,
Royal hotel, Dundee
R SI11tON KNIGHTS, Baileys, Watford (Watford
398181

TUESDAY

February l0
11Á11110N KNIGHTS, Bail-

eys,

Watford

(Watford

39618)

TRAM NIPS, Baileys, Lakes
ter (Leicester 26462)
GUYS 'N DOLLS, Ballet's,
( Stoke (Stole 239581
TONI' CII ItISTIE, King's
Country Club, Eastbourne
I,YNY
SKYNYRD, Col
slop 11311,
291768)

Bristol <Bristol

FDDIE "GUITAR" BURNS,
Barbarellas, Birmingham
(021 -643 94130)

ALVIN STARDUST, Rutty.

Cleethorpes
COCKNEY REBEL, Apollo.
Glasgow 1041 332 6055)
tote, City Hall, Neweastie

(Newcastle 20007).

BR IIIGET ST JOAN, Salford
University (061-7367811).
STEVENSON'S ROCKET,
Fyffe Lodge Hotel, Banff,
ALVIN STARDUST, Variety

J 111.1E

Humberside Theatre,
ull 236301

STRETCH, Bradford University ( Bradford 34135)

Club, Batley. (Batley
175228)
EDDIE "GUITAR" BURNS.
<

Hull.

I I

1-E1,1 X,

Festival

Theatre Malvern
FATBO K BSND I MUSCLES. Zero 6, Southend
(Southend 546334)
1. 51.1,AGIIER AND LYLE.
Town Hall, Birmingham (021
'362192)

TItA51 NI PS, Oasis, Swindon.

Stirling Suite, Vate
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Gallagher and Lyle have
all, the right ingredients
for a good show
good
muslclans, Imaglnative
arrangements and superb
songs. So what was
missing? On Sunday
night, they didn't really
take off until the last
couple of numbers and it
would seer that a lack of
presentation was `the
problem.
They opened with 'Sign

-

Of The Times' which was

heavy going for starters.
It also went on too long
and highlighted the sound
problems that lasted well
Into the show.
They did di course have
high spots
Breakaway' was one of those
1 don't think the strobe

-

lighting and

smoke
machine helped them
much. They didn't Ue in
particularly well with the
songs and looked a bit like
á half-hearted attempt to
provide the dynamics

that were lacking.
I did like 'Slay Young',
from the new album, and
it dues show that GAL
score over other bands by
the use of accordion and
mandolin, which gives
them a wider range of
sounds The brass section
was excellent and helped
the set enormously
I feel that more work on
the relationship between

artists and audience

would have Improved the
show.
ROSALIND RUSSELL
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It's all Greek to
AND WHAT might these
two .be saying to each
other? Well, how about
her murmuring: "What's
u Greek Urn, Demis?"
"About 15 Drnchmas a
week!" Ot maybe: "You
wouldn't take advantage
of a girl with her glasses
on, would you?" To which

}'
DEMIS& NANA

Boxer go to 'the
dogs

recently due to a certain
misunderstanding: He
rented a car tram Avis
'and while drrving It
around the Fulham area
POODLES WILL be he was arrested. Seems
Poodles and Boxer's the ear was reported as
being stolen from Heathwill be
airport and Keith had
expecially when it row
to spend a 'night In the
comes to gettin' nick until he
proved to the
Boys in Blue that he had
their paws dirty.
actually hired the car!
Boxer's bassist Keith
What a dog day
Ellis was arrested afternoon!

single Happy To Be On An
Island In The Sun, the
occasion being a quest
appearance on the Nana
Moussaka show.

,
.

3

'

WELL, AND what obout
this mysterious pop star
and those divine boys on

,,..

back

horse!

.

.

.

the

grapevine's nearly been
overheating with rutalking about
mours .

+tie

.

.

heated things, the phone
rang brightly In the office
thin week and a voice

1 PI
end brother Seen

darkly muttered about

DAVID:

the imminentbreak . opal
me Status Quo
when
asked his identity, Dark
Yoke refused to answer,
merely guaranteeing the

Jasper's

authentidty of his info,

18-Carrott

(.1

l
1

daughter
Waºhhhaa, look wot
motorblking's done for
Jasper Carrott He'a now

CHER

daddy Carrott to a
bonny bouncing girl.
Fortunately they didn't
name the lassie Henrietta
Carrott, but instead chose
Jennifer Carroll, which
somehow'has a nice crisp
sound, don't ya think?
Pictured with Jennifer

secret

?

NO, NO, no, It's not

Eliabeth.Taylor or a
bad day. It's Cher on

one
and what
might she be whispering behind that
hand? "Anyone care
to ride tandem on my
broomstick?" Or"Get
lost skinny?"
.

says:.

"The exhaust note of the big
Kawasaki was music to the ears
of pop star Alvin Stardust as he
roared the 7900 through a private
test. Clad In trendy black gear,
Alvin said: 'Biking is taking oft
and no wander, with wheels
like this. I get to the track
whenever I can. It's so exciting
and the kids who go are my sort
of fans. I even got a chance to,
ride round Brand's Hatch last
year,' he added. 'It was a
tremendous experience. And last
year they had more than two

'

1

^ Amu

to fol.

J

4.
1

MOON:: bills
. poor old Linda Lovelace,
after winning that obscenity case, It must have
been a teeny bit upsetting
to find out her former
husband was happily
telling everyone that she
wasn't too good, In the
bedroom department
Loony Moon now reported
to have run up a bill of
1210,000 over the yearn in
damaging hotels
the
last Incident occurring al
the Beverly Wilshire in
LA when he stripped off In
the bar to the delight of
0111e Reed who wan heard
shouting 'More'
Moon
was led off shrieking with
laughter
how much of
himself does Bowie reveal
in his forthcoming epic.
'The Man Who Fell To
Earth'? . . . from what
we've seen in the film
stilts, quite a loll
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who are

muttering that

still

The
Rollers are a one
hit
wonder In the States
might be miffed to learn
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Spedding Alvin
is exhausted
_Y

we've

.

ting said wine, most of the
said journalists promptly
tell prostrate` over the
record
Can't win 'em
while back at
all!
the loco saga, It's getting
to be impossible to get
"We've
even one ticket
sold the albums and the
tour, why should we give
gat tickets to the Press"
seems to be the attitude
where were we when
you needed us lads? .. .

HAZEL JENNIFER, JASPER

!

.

......

would rather have a nice
Juicy er, milk bottle any

becomes good. On that basis, the
ensuing dross Just has to be
brilliant It arrived at the back of
these Alvin Stardust pica and

.

same name

his

day!

Dark news

plonk labelled 'The Enid'
after the group of the

9

little daughter.
However the little Carrott
on

something's bad enough, it

Get off yer whoppe
kidz and buy this
week's 56 page
SOUNDS, a mother of a
music paper. Travel to
million people
gates to
through
watch the racing.
Sweden with' Kokomo,
wish they'd all
record of
bought
mine as they went
observe the inner
in ... " Could Alvin really have said
but
all that?
workings of Steve
low:.¡
worse is
"Alvin
already rev'
Harley's ego, find out
up for busy
year.
b
what nice guys make
up Bad Company, plus
bip
a tintilating interview
with Alan Freeman.
1:
'JAll this and more in
this week's

rib

practising his new Jokes

SOME PEOPLE maintain that if

BOXER: Keith Ellis fright)

/

e'ot

madam by saying it came
from 'one of their birds' .
watch this apace for
the nest chapter In Dark
Voice v The Forces of

heard of some wheezes to
get the press to listen to a
new album, but Bok
Records hit a new peak
this week by'presenting
Journalists wi h a bottle of

is Mummy (Hazel)
Carrott and Daddy
Carroll who seems to be

an even worse

r

3

a

Cher-ing a

Indlt

Actually, it's nothing so
exciting. They're merely
ducting on Roussos's

...

Boxer's

.

us

might reply "No. get

'em off '

-

OHBROTHER
"MY MY, do 't,Mey pail look the spltUd Inge of one
another?" That's what mah Grand puppy always used
to say when ever he saw two little brother critters with
the same eyes, the sane nose and the same teeth.
8bucks,.lt's jus' darn tootin' incredible ain't It. Sean
Cassidy Dar right) has grown into a carbon copy of big
brother David (right). Well, same might say he's
lucky. some might say he's awful unlucky. Ah say he
sure has worked hard!

he

8 DISC, FEBRUAR`V 7.1971

that the lads have gone
straight into the Ameri-

.:

can Hot loo us 51 with
'Money Honey' . , . Burly
Chassis meanwhile went
h:alterstrap - over - sequin
at the Dorchester Hotel
recently and had to
have stitches in her head
as a result of an
unexpected meeting with
a rnantieplece . .
and to finish on a homely
note, wasn't it sweet to

learn that if only
EngelbUrp Pumpadrink

could live at bonne In dear
old Surrey he wouldn't be
forced -to drink so match .
hie
BYE XXX

...
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Small Ads
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

Personal

from all Continents want
Interesting correspondence. friendship, even
marriage.
Details and

-

DAVID 25 5' 2" R.Q
seeks girlfriend 16-25
London area for sincere
friendship. Phone No If
possible. Box Number

free photon, Hermes.
Berlin Ll, Box 10600 / RM,
Germany.

AN E SCOTT for genuine
friends. introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and Thoughtfulness,.
Details free. stamps In:

550R.

QUITE ATTRACTIVE

-

female, 20, seeks aurae
five make, 22-1P for steady
friendship- Photo appre-

ciated.

Jane Scott, 3 RM North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex,BN1 3GJ.
ATTENTION MUSIC FANATICS!
SAE Music
Fans Penfrlends Club. 10
Charlton Road, Tetbury,
Glos.

Box Number

56íR.

PENFRIENDS WANTED urgently; all ages.
a.e.

S
e

N.

to

-

Pen Society,

38 Chorley, lanes.

SLIM YOUNG man, 23,
seeks lonely girl, Stirling
to Edinburgh areas Must
be
slim. Box Number

ANNA

s62R

LONELY GUY, 27, shy
and ear owner seeks
lonely girl to meet, 18

MAKE FRIENDS

upwards. Skipton Gargrave area York-hire
Telephone

through Vauvan, a club
organised by a married
couple who met through

-

:tlrton 402 evenings.
114 NDSOME GUY seeks
girlfriend, 20.
Phone
etnke - an - Trent 48009
calurday, Box Number

postal Introductions.

-

Write for details enclosing S.A.E. to V allvan,
Dept. R. M. 239, Sandycombe Rd. Richmond,
Surrey.
POEMS PUBLISHED

.64R.

ITC/HIER

(21)

kind sincere
:9

seeks

girlfriend

-399.18195-6pm.

17-

free

F.NTI The best services

for DATING! Penfriends
or romance or marriages.
Thousands of members,
all ages.
For .tree
detaus send SAE TO
OFT. 74 Amhurst Park_

Road, London,

COMPANY(vim)

Kent DA94JL
A ...on. Inanely and

0.53r.1 Slooc.

Stevens, Harley, Stewart
and, Essex. S.a e. for
details and Ilst. "Ten by

Eight",

28

23,

Avenue,

Dulwich
London,

Free Radio
FREE RADIO
tion / News informasheet.

Sherrill Rd.,

London N. W.6.

badges. Photos
COMPLETE SET of Caroline
slides of MI Amigo,
Seattle monthlies. Of- and
also Simon Barrett & Pete
fers. David Taylor,
8,

outside Southend
Glasonby Crescent Nor- Chicago
Cbult (last Case). Plus
ris Green, Liverpool. LIS 'Free
Radio
tapes
2XN
(full list detalls.
OFF STAGE photos S.A.E.
Dept.
F.
R.
P.O.
Box
Beatles, Who Concert., 416, B'ham.
Wings Who, Faces.
SAE details L. Neale, 14 F.M. TRANSMITTERS,

-

-

Newsome Road, Shenley,

Up to

PRINTED T-SHIRTS.

Osborne,

Radlett, Herts.

miles range

20
33

- Frank postcard
Murphy,
Ferndale

pack.

6

32
Avenue,
W ailsend, NE28 INK.

ALL ACTION concert
photos. Choose liom

proofs. No obligation

whatsoever. Colour and
black / white, David

Essex, Mud, Roxy,

Wings, Bowie, Who,

Faces, Elton, Harley, 10
cc, Purple, Pilot, Sparks,

Rugged Typo

-

240 Illustrations
S.a.e. please. Money

data.
DETAILS
Send it

14'

min HUH PUWCaTIONS
167 WIMCNHTER ROAD

7Di.
e

seeks

FAN CLUBS. PEN FRIENDS, SITUATIONS VACANT.
RECORDS FOR SALE. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.
SOUND EQUIPMENT,
and other pnvate a,mtiuncements

I

enclose

MIRROR

a
Et

-

ampton.
(SIARTBUSTERS 155-15.
SAE. 88-87 'Western
Road, Hove, Brighton.

-

,

PASTBLASTERBI

THOUSANDS available,
SAE, 24 Southwalk,
Middleton, Sussex
TAMLA SOUL mounds.
SAE, 1 Drake Avenue,

-

-

24,

Northern dancers. S.a.e.
124,. Towceater Road,
Northampton.

Mytehett, Camberley,

Surrey.
AMAZING SELF.CFION
of golden oldies, 1955 1975. from lop.
Send
SAE for lists, 82 Vandyke.
Street. Liverpool, L8 ORT.
SOUL, POP singles, from
5p.
For lists, send
large SAE., Soulscene, 68
Stafford Street, St
Georges, Telford, Shrop
shire,
5,000 SINGLES, 1957-74.
Soul, pop, progressive,
vintage, rock 'n' roll 74.
10p for catalogue (a must
for every Dee-Jay Box

-

-

(RM)

Mill Lane,

67

-

Services
LOST BOOKINGS mean
lost money, let us be your
personal 24 hour answering service. For Details

SOUL SOUL SOUL phone Frequency

hundreds at 25p each plus
early Tomlas, Reggae
S. a e. Pete, 27, Kettering
Street, Streatham. S.W.

-

16.

SALE! 1000s

of

45s/cassettes / L.P.s;
Rock / Pop / Soul/ R'n' R
etc. Send large S.a_e.
and state your requirements.

NOR 02Z
8

-

C. H,1ime, 8,

Craven Street, Marro gate, Yorkshire.

Promotions.

9

0141159-2214.

PERSONALISED STATIONERY. Send S. a. e.
for prices + samples.
Box Number 5415R.
TEE SHIRTS. Specially

printed for discos.

groups, clubs, promotions, advertising, etc.
Send stamp for

details,

Multi Screen Services.

Southlu Road, Chatham.
Kent.

Songwriting
PUBLISHING GROUP
exploitation executive,
ought as partner, small
Investment required, Box
Number 502R.
OPPORTI7Nmr.B FOR
MUSICIANS to oollahorate with lyricld, -27

Stirling Close. Down

ham

Market, Norfolk.
ESTARLISHED LYRICIST seeks music writer.
K. Edge, 3 Tuns Road,
Fitton Hill. Ol dh am.
LYRIC WRITERS required by recording

-

company. Details

(S. a, a 1: Robert Noakes,
30, Sneyd Hall Road,
Bloxwlch, Staffordshire.

HOLLYWOOD COM

PANT needs lyrics for
new songs, All types
wanted Free details.
Musical Service. 1305R,
North Highland. Hollywood, California, 90025,

-

USA.

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
tl, St. Albans Avenue,
Landon W4.

-

Records Wanted

"CAPITAL RADIO'S"
first birthday record

wanted.

Will pay good

price! Phone 135942 5611 or
write: James McPhee.
C/O Orwell Hotel, Felixs
towe, Sul folk , IP11 7DX.

"SEA BREEZES" by
Mike McGear, good

-

condition.
R. Steeling.
10, Marcus St. , Derby.

fan Clubs
1(1KK1 FAN Club. SAE
LJz, 45 Roosevelt Avenue,

Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

Wanted
ANYTHING ON Abbe

and Pans People. Send
details, slate price. Mr.
Turner, Coldstream, Ar-

rowsmith Road, Wim
borne, Dorset, 'BH21
3BD.

form h advertisement rates

cheque/postal order for

DISC.

10-11

for penfriends. Box

PLEASE PUBLISH my, advertisement under the heading
jnsertionls) beginning with the first available issue. ,

Rates and Conditions
linde, the headings

girls

-

dap

SMALLS--order
r

10

Market Place, Ambit side, Cumbria.
RARE SOUL, British
label disco sounds.

36o

ie

You've tried the rest. now

Wallasey, Merseyside.
Avenue, Stepney Green._ LP. FROM 20p. 45s from
Sp.
Large SAE lists
London. E.1.
64
SINGLES for only Pat. 47 Las-beck Avenue,
Blackpool.
L7.50 from 1069-76 + p&p.
Hurry! Graham Tyson,

Road, Kettering, North-

'NOR -STAR' PRODUCTS
Green Land Went, Rackhaath, Norwich

Woodside Crescent, Batley. W. Yorks. WFI7

4

2). 3' a,

PAUL

BRENDA LEE, Petula
Clark, Elvis records for
sale. S. a. e. for lists,
callers welcome. Mr. Lee
Clooney, 50, Cephas

Gold wording Pore a lb..
Jesus a Alive 41p

back guarantee. Cheque
/ P.O. to: Ian Clegg, 11

GOLDEN OLDIES:

Penfriends

Sussex.

-

'Pl,n

-

Leamington, Warwick

Ports wood, South-

Southwalk, Middleton,

Pytchley

Weymouth, Dorset
RAVES/OUR/IS 1952-15.
large SAE, 20 Browns
Bridge Road, Southam,

shire.

-

available, S.a.e.

Dutch. chart: Peter

LARGE SF.I.PICTION exPike box records. S.a.e.
47, Chei'maford Street,

C.RA.M., 21 try the best.
Large
Forest Gate, Ansley, SAE, H. Baxter,
6
Leics.
Shaftesbury Avenue.
11.50.

-

London. SEW.

CATALOGUE available

net ask
SAE sot eats

you f envy

Pytchley

ampttnshlre.
COMPLETE CAROLINE
story. Tape / cassette.

February list.
Stop
Look & Listen, Hayle,
Cornwall.
BOWIE, WHO, Zeppelin.,
Rare recordings. S.a.e.
David, 81, Melrose Avenue, Sutton Coidtleld,
West Midlands.
PASTBLASTERSI 1000»

-

-

101

101

Road. Kettering, -North.

THOUSANDS SECONDHAND records, all types.
Send 15p for Fantastic

Key -Ring
necklet
Colour photograph, stick el T-shirt (small
medium or large) with
picture of the Mil MI Amigo on the front and on
the back "MIAmlgo 250"
(as sold by MI -Amigo In
Spain) 06. Continental
MI-Amigo records available. S. a. e. for free

Lenton,

Lenton,

Records For Sde

-

and sample,

-

Hill Road,

will print any name or Muswell Htli London, 10.
message on shirt. No
TRIPS to see
minimum order. Send BOAT
Radio Caroline, for full
SEA for brochure to
details send S. a.e. D.R
Sue Moss, Brookhouse 15, Sandon Road,
Cottage, Ham Green, Essek 5514 ITS, Vange,
Rcddltth, Worcs.
RADIO MIAMIGO arigl.
BING CROSBY photo nal official
package
club.
Send 75p for list Containing MI -Amigo
We

free poster of the Hobo
(RNI .a,lpi. We love The
Pirate Stations
Roar
Ing Sixties single Cl. is.
Continental / MIAmigo
records available. Peter

Number 560K.

112.50. Sae for details N.

-

NOW TO GET A
100 GIRL FRIENDS
w51 ,how you haw to 00 .0

by per

Ferry, Queen, Who,

-Dulwich
SAE to Dick Wallis,
Wood Avenue,

-

-

eso2210.nferd.

iiIStlNGTON, 8111101

Wood
SE IS,

amptonshire
THE HISTORY of .Radio
Nordsee International
TRANSPARENT key from January 1970 till
rings with two colour Arpll 1973. Double L.P.
close - ups Inside. Choose (6.50, spoken together by
_from D avid Essex, Bryan RNI D J. s Mike Ross and
Ferry, Rod Stewart, Nlco Steenbergen, give a
12.55 plus 10p p & p.
Bowie, Paul McCartney, complete picture of all
Choose from: Bowie,
Mud, Springsteen, Gar- Importent moments In the
Ronson, 10 c. c. Kids Bad
finkel, Who, WW Dee, life of R. N. I. , A selection
and 10 cc's Eric Stewart
Company, Sparks, Slade,
has been made, from
Queen, T. Rex, Wlzzard,
Complete with leatherette more than 250 hours of
Rebel, Quo. Roxy, Faces, cover and money back recordings. Order before
Elton, Purple, Essex,. guarantee. Only 75p
March lE and receive a
Cassidy, NEW C. Ah-,
Stones, Many More. 8
WOODEN CROSS DIAMOND NECKLACE
Rough Typo
page ILLUSTRATED
SrI
r7r
Wood of pñ,sr

..n

for

Dick Wallis,

Including Sailor, Be -Bop,

Glitter, Garfunkel, KikL

FULL
COLOUR CONCERT
PHOTOS. Set of 10
different glossy Kodak
prints
3%in by Sin

LONELY? BORED?

ny Sid

Send SAE phis 'order
to

over eighty groups

23

ROCKSTARS

PEN PALS

Would yev like r. hay now
.end.
,.
of ,be oppouu
4.er Britain?
or FREE deo-h. semi ,ee Lo-

i

W2.

For Sale

london, N18.

PO

-

-

-

TWO'S

Send poems now.

In tern a lion al Poetry
Guild, Rynne, Quin,
Clare, Ireland.
AMICUS PENFRIEND
Club. Send s.a.e.
Amicus, 304 Edgware

EXCITING' DIFFER-

.---100+

MARIE. In-

trodudtlonsopposlte sex.
Sincere and confidential
nationwide service. Free
details 58R, Queens Road,
Buckhurst Hut, Essex.

olti.:

(IONCEHT PHOTOS loin
x 6 In. Glossy closeups of

'

for

1;

to 'cover the cost, made payable to RECORD

ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PREPAID

word.

linde, the headrngsSPECIAL
PERSONAL
NOTICES,
RECORDING,
and oche, trade announceménls
Op

TUITION.

per word

--

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS

enner any heading

Ie per word
Allen hrsl two,
cot

~one, SOLD type

5p per word extra
BOX NUMBERS
Ai1oW

two wools plus 20,, service fee

SEMI DISPLAY edv,stis,ng

.

Name«

f4

70 per single column inch
SERIES DISCOUNTS

Address

5% fore merinos
7% lo, 13 msenmrts
10% 10, 26 insenpns
12% for 52

Send completed form to: Small Ads Department: RECORD MIRROR fit DISC.,
Vol. N o.01 607-6411.

Insertions

The publishers
reserye .the

right to withdraw

edvertesemer(ts at their discretion

L

'.1

Benwell Roads London N7 7AX.

Record Mirror & Disc for the best results
I

J

RECORD MISSOR Et DISC FEBRUARY?, f47e

Seance secrets

».=

?

Dear Mailman.
Are we to take Triele Duren of London serkeudy?
We(l. if we are. shah I 'let her Into a little
secret
Mesabi Laurel and Hardy are both
deceased No interview? How about a s ranee?
1

S//wr//j/1,
J

S.O.S.

Cmndin

Dear Mailman.

Calling International

rearue .
help? Please
come and put Gary
Glitter back an the right
tracks.
Gary Fan,
Accrington.
Too late, too hate. he's
hit the buffers.
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.
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Daryl Jones,
Alberstme, Warwick.,
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All were

outstanding so why don't
you do an Interview with

1I1kFOLL

was

?

Dear Mailman,
Have you ever heard of
Mike Oldfieid? He's the
genius who made number
one, with the albums'

'Tubular Bells' and

rICT1aC.
MT
tensa vow roc
l TIC Lrri/Mlat
as9i6L9-SI
a
Il ^aC[alOº sans

And

Mike-why

3~G~ mayerd

i

)n!lrwY

Par Barry ethic
Had such a fright:

AND JUUC#JACMT,
..L.1 ...MY SPOTS CAE YOU
DRAW OM TNL GALL .

O

DOWN

,

/_

Here are my
nominations

for Miss Record Mirror
and Disc 75.
(1) Dana Gillespie
(2) Dolly Parton
(3) Charlie James

'The prize of Fame'

Ober. Cilia Black
&a we Woe a whack.

39s Ton

MaSWILL

.'lilt

(uninvited)

.that bunt

Ise

D6,.

ORE[,.

TML

R(L15.PVaGe. IaAVC Otto
4MIUDOUT 151116

in JIMWalla

Disc '75.

pleased. She's neednrl
something nine to help bee
forget her fury over that

lilm.

nNe alweea 111
Emss
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IaLOM1s6 rase M
n
OM Ira w Mel
era
TEN 2.411.7.1
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MEE

DEAR MAILMAN,
In January 1W/5 Disc
readers were invited to
cast their votes for Miss

Fred Browning,

EC9TTR/C Li

BALL .

net

tops

Birmingham
Dana `wilt be

really I,nk lile Father
Christmas?
Jenny. Great Yarmouth,
NorfolkNo. Father Christmas
looks like Jana Ram

Please can we have
more extended album
reviews like the one you
did on Lou Reed?
Martin Lyle,
CardifL
The 'idea has already

SPOT THE

1.11.1

'

Dana's^^

!Sear Mailman,
Does James Hamilt,..

Dear Mailman.
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Glasgow. Scotland
,loss not merely start at
Glasgow and end at
I:dolburtch as the article
suggested
Five outraged readers
from the HighbinM and
'b
landa.
O.r very own
Karulwd Russell (alter
semi

03) Ronnie Spector.

Santa Jim

reviews

Pelea) Win
* ML rouDaW
reoy
TaL
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1

OKAon and

north than I:dlburgh

la) Tanya Tucker
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S. O. S.

rnCMLelast nrL(iRAMOLLS.

i

a

halfway between the
Never Never land and

I

Rosalind ~well (alter
k on a rtbn wine was
named) is right here Y
&newer you so 1) Ye, it
should have been called
'Write ore'- 5) It's so
difficult_ 3) M. sad Ys.

GARY GLITTER

ARV

YEAR

She

Insists she wso born at a
place called Kirkcaldy,
which,
far aa the neat of
us ran gather, M altaatad

So Rosalind RLL¢Ji

.l.a.edward Mi~a
To

alter Rdinburgh.

regarding the January
17 article on Slik, we are
sorry to have to Inform
you that there are
actually other inhabited
areas m Scotland further

as '11

-

w

Gold award
Dear Mailman,
I am awarding five gold
stars to Ray Fox Cumming for giving such
a great review of David
Cassidy's new single
'Tomorrow' - I too
reckon it's his best yet
Anonymous.
*You may have noticed
that the single hasn't
made the charts yet. Mast
artists reckon an RFC
seal of approvalto be the
kiss of death.
,

Ira.

has already
informed us of trvrilnrks
which she elatms seat
beyond the frames wwtea

named)

thinks the Hollis have
lost their touch with that
new LP 'Write On'. 2)
What a silly thing lo say.
3) From the review it
sounds as if Mors (Mrs?)
Russell still wants the
Howes to make the same
kind of songs as they did
in the Sixties.
Hd Norway.
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Numbers up
Dear Mailman,

Jill and Flma,

Sue's still

°"`'

ern mooted and will

~atonally

Dear Mailman,
Why Couldn't Sue
Byrom find out what the
personal reasons are
behind Gary's decision to
retire. We're dying In
know.
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whom a film Star

MAR mailman,

i

Sue Buss

Blackpool, anca.
Trlrle complained in January 2.5 issue that we hadn't
Inters Irawd L k H. Trials'. friends hill no' that she Is
not to he taken eerk.uly ever, but she wasn't joking.
How's trick., Tats?
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